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EDITORIAL

MARRIAGE IS THE PRINCIPLE
`murder'. The broad principle is the

W;:pe:i::?:y;I:B::¥nYB?I:::e:r

prohibition against taking human life.
But the qualifications are clear from

Airways, the Labour Party or the
Church of England, your product -

the word itself and from many other

planes, policies or prayers -needs a
high profile. Whoever came up with
that most famous of sound-bytes,
`tough on crime, tough on the causes

sections of the Torah dealing with
manslaughter, capital punishment, war
and self-defence. There is nothing new
in this life, not even on Broodsz.de.
In other words, the Jewish way, con-

of crime', deserves a knighthood and
will probably get one. If you cannot
come up with a memorable phrase, the
next best thing is to rubbish someone.
`Thatcher attacks Major' will lead the

trary to the famous joke at the expense
of rabbis, is not to say `on the one
hand, on the other hand'. Rather, it is
to state general principles and then acknowledge that there are qualifications

news in a way that the subtleties of
European policy will not.
All this presents a considerable

which are essential if the principle is to

problem to those who pride themselves
on having balanced, reasonable views
and need space to add the provisos that
make for a fair and sensible position.
Their lot is either to be ignored or to
find that someone has snatched a
sound-byte from where they least expected. This was the fate which hit that
most intelligent and reasonable of clerics, the Bishop of Edinburgh, who was
most embarrassed to find that he was
presented to the world as an advocate
of adultery. A similar fate befell Archbishop Runcie some years ago, when a
reasoned speech on homosexual clergy
at the Synod became an outrageous
headline on the front page of the Si/#,
outrageous even by the standards of that
newspaper, `Runcie Backs the Poofters'.
Now we all know that the Church of
England sanctions living in sin as well.

One can understand why `on the one
hand, on the other hand' prompts j.ournalistic yawns, why reservations about
cherished Commandments are ridiculed in cartoons with captions like `1

have withdrawn the Ten Commandments and replaced them by Ten
Tentative Suggestions'. But, in spite of
the genuine dif`ficulties experienced by

those who believe that the moral complexities of our time cannot be reduced
to sound-bytes, the `on the one hand,
on the other hand' brigade makes a
major tactical error.
To understand this, there is no better

place to start than the Ten Commandments. They have never been called
the Ten Commandments by Jews. The
traditional Hebrew term is czssere/ feczc7z.brof, the ten statements. That is

precisely what they are, statements of`
general principle. And subtle to boot.
Take `Thou shalt not murder' . The subtlety is already there in the term
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be more than a sound-byte and better
than a straitjacket.
Let us enter `Church of England
country'. Reform Judaism believes
passionately in the central importance
of marriage and Jewish family life.
There is the principle. It is true that
social institutions change and Judaism
has been around long enough to witness those changes. We have lived
through clans, tribes, concubinage and

polygamy. But the nuclear family has
been at the centre of Jewish life for a
very long time. It embodies the underlying values of fidelity, selflessness
and responsibility and provides the optimum setting for the transmission of
Jewish faith and culture. Refomi Judaism reaffirms marriage and the family.
Here, the English language deserts
us, for the temptation to say `but' or
`however' is almost overwhelming.

self-deceptions `it is better for the children' or `it will not really affect them'.
The balance between responsibility
and the right to self-realisation has indeed tipped much too far to one side.
But a balancing of duties and rights
will sometimes have to be made.

Third, there are those who know that
marriage is not for them. They could
not sustain an enduring relationship
and are unsuited to the institution. This
is not a licence for casual sex and promiscuity. It is an acknowledgement of
the fact that not everyone is emotionally equipped for marriage. And not
everyone is fortunate enough to find a
suitable pailner.
Fourth, there are those whose sexual
orientation is such that they can only
be happy and fulfilled in a relationship
with someone of the same sex. Once
again, that fact and that right must be
accepted and no vestige of failure or
inferiority must be inferred.
Finally, we recognise that many couples choose to live together as a
prelude to marriage and are in no sense
exploiting each other or refusing to
make a faithful commitment.
We have a principle that marriage
and family life should be placed at the
heart of our social existence and pro-

tected from encroachment from
whatever source. Without doubt, the
tendency in certain commercial circles
to place the company before all else
and to demand a higher level of care

Nevertheless, we offer no `buts', no
`howevers', just some qualifications to

towards the employer than towards the
employee's family should be fought

that general principle. First is the recognition that, whilst children are `what
it's all about' for many couples and
essential to Jewish survival, there are
couples who know in their hearts that
having children is not the right thing
for them. Their decision is not mere
selfishness but made in the best interests of the children that they will not
have. There are also couples who cannot have children - please read Ariel
Friedlander's profoundly sensitive article in this issue ofA4AIVIVA -and who

tooth and nail.

must not be made to feel inferior, or
failures, or second best.
Second, as Melanie Phillips acknowledges, divorce has always been
an option in Jewish life and has never
carried penalties such as not being able
to remarry in synagogue. She goes on
to argue passionately and persuasively
against easy divorce and reminds us

just how dangerous are those common

There are also -no `but', no `however' -qualifications and they have to
be placed alongside the general principle in order to give the full picture, a
picture which recognises the demands
of God, the responsibilities of the ma-

jority and the full variety of human
personalities and needs. And, just as
the general principle requires the full
support of religious ritual and religious
professionals, so do the qualifications
and the many human beings who are
covered by them.
We wonder what those in search of
the newsworthy will make of this
editorial. `Refomi backs Jewish Marriage', or `A4AIVM backs the Gays'?
Some things lie beyond our control but
A4AIVIV4 readers at least will, we hope,

agree that there are statements of principle and there are qualifications. And

both are important.

SAVE THESE CHILDREN
displayed a highly pragmatic
attitude towards
If a
JUDAISM
HAS divorce.
ALWAYS
marriage fails it should be brought to
an end, regrettable as that is. Any
controversy that surrounds Jewish
divorce is largely focused on the
invidious position of the

czgzf#c7fe or

"chained wife" whose husband refuses

to divorce her. Gentiles find this
pragmatic attitude surprising. `But the
Jews above all venerate the family!'
they exclaim. `How come they are so
laid back about divorce?'
It is likely that it is precisely that
central importance of the family which
explains the Jewish acceptance of divorce. Jewish culture is interwoven
with strong family life. The nuclear
family is the main mechanism for survival. Jews know that their knowledge,
religion and moral codes are transmitted through the medium of the intact
family providing the essential nutrients for the care, control and
development of the young. In this context, the rate of Jewish divorce has
always been low. So it has never been,
in itself, a big deal.
But now for British Jews that situation is changing. In the wider society,
divorce rates have shot up so that more
than one in three marriages now collapses. So far from providing a remedy
for those occasional failures which
should be treated as misfortunes causing unhappiness and damage, divorce
has become normative, just another
life-style choice that expresses the

2

Melanie Phillips
individual (adult) drive for self-fulfilment. The rise in divorce has taken

place against the background of and
has itself been fuelled by, a collapse in
traditional family values in the face of
the prevailing non-judgmental, moral
relativist, hedonistic culture. And British Jews, as they assimilate more and
more into the values of that wider culture and lose sight of their own, are
seeing their own divorce rate rise accordingly. The change that has now
been proposed by the Lord Chancellor
to the country's divorce law - scrap-

ping both "fault" and "quickie"
divorces - will therefore have a significant impact on the way Jews
continue to regard not just divorce but
marriage itself. The impact, however,
is unlikely to be benign.

There are some odd quirks here. By
common consent the Lord Chancellor,
Lord Mackay, is regarded as a man of
the most stern and unbending uprightness. A moral relativist he is not.

Indeed, as an adherent of an arcane
Scottish Presbyterian sect, he subscribes to strict and rigidly enforced
rules of behaviour. Yet he has managed to produce a White Paper on
divorce that is disingenuous to the
point of deceit. The spin put on it by
his department is that it will help shore
up marriage. In fact, the very opposite
is likely to be the case. The Lord Chan-

cellor is held in high esteem as a man
of not only moral but intellectual rigour. Yet his White Paper is riddled
with contradictions and non sequiturs.
In places it is even factually wrong.
So what has caused this strange dislocation? It appears that Lord Mackay,
confronted by the several irreconcil-

able forces of the family law
establishment's crusade to abolish
marriage, the government's (ahem)
crusade to uphold family values and
his personal crusade to slash his de-

partment's expenditure, has been
sucked into the intellectual black hole

of his own perception that law is
merely the helpless instrument, rather
than a significant shaper, of public attitudes. On the face of it, the White Paper
is a cunning political package. Does it
make divorce harder or easier? It is
difficult to say. Removing the concept

of fault by abolishing the grounds of
adultery, desertion or unreasonable behaviour appears to make it easier. On
the other hand, ending `quickie' di-

vorces, which take between three and
six months, and making everyone wait
instead for at least a year appears to
make it harder. But peering at this carefully presented paradox is merely to
look at these proposals down the wrong
end of the telescope. It is not what they
will do to divorce that should worry us.
It is what they will do to marriage.
The abolition of fault wi]] virtually
kill marriage as a concept with any
legal meaning. Fault describes what
happens when someone is held respon-
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sible for their bad behaviour. Abolishing fault abolishes the concept of
personal responsibility. It effectively

declares that the breakdown of the marriage is no-one's responsibility. Marital

breakdown becomes instead something
that just happens to unfortunate individuals,
like
meningitis
or
an
earthquake. Moreover, eradicating failure to meet marital obligations
eradicates the obligations themselves.
Civil marriage does not set out the obligations of one spouse to another.

They are inferred instead from the legal remedies in divorce. Duties such as
staying together, being faithful to each
other or treating each other reasonably
exist only by virtue of the fault that
accrues to desertion, adultery or unreasonab]e behaviour. Remove these
defaults and marriage becomes a vapid
Concept.

Aha, says the Lord Chancellor but
fault obviously does not exert much
force at present because it is used as
the trigger for the fastest kind of
divorce. That is true as far as it goes which is not very far. Fault is already
an etiolated and pretty meaningless
concept in divorce proceedings. That
is because the current divorce law
embodies the historic fudge enacted
in
1969,
which
spatchcocked
together judgmentalism and non-

judgmentalism in the same legal
package. Thus the value-neutral con-

cept of irretrievable breakdown which
became the new ground for divorce is
defined by one of five criteria, three of
which -adultery, unreasonable behaviour or desertion -imply fault. In 1973
the Special Procedure was introduced
which eliminates court hearings and
means the divorce can be transacted at
speed and entirely on paper. The result
is that if a woman goes along to her
solicitor and says she wants a divorce,
then unless the couple have been separated for two or five years the solicitor
will most likely riffle through the three
fault-based criteria and select the one
that most closely applies. So fault is
pretty meaningless in individual cases.
But getting rid of it altogether still

matters because of the rhetorical and
declaratory general effect of law upon
public policy and attitudes. And fault

has been eroded by more than act of
Parliament. Through the development
of case law since 1969, which has progressively uncoupled conduct from
ancillary divorce matters, fault is no
longer relevant to considerations such
as the settlement of property or the
custody of the children. Why not? If as they should be - the interests of
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children are paramount, why should
not the behaviour of the parents be one
of the factors taken into consideration
when custody is awarded? Dominating
the White Paper, however, is the horror of apportioning blame. The
system's current imposition of fault,
runs its argument, raises the temperature of divorcing couples to boiling
point and thus does harm. But since
virtually all `fault' divorces are trans-

acted on paper, far from the Lord
Chance]lor's premise that fault causes
untold misery, confrontation and hostility, it does nothing of the kind. The
perverse linkage with `quickies' could
be ended by simply ending quick divorce but keeping fault. No, says the
White Paper; this would merely prolong the misery, hostility and so on.
This is the philosophical heart of the
White Paper: the no pain, no blame, no
shame justice system. There are many
fallacies in this position. The prime
consideration of the justice system is
not the avoidance of pain. In every
other area of law, it aims to make peo-

plc who have done wrong accept the
consequences of their actions. Denying a wronged party the opportunity to
say their spouse behaved badly is inimical to justice. It tries to sanitise

proceedings by getting the parties to
collude in an evasion of truth and is
likely to cause much more frustration
and bitterness by imposing such unreality. It holds that the truth is too
dangerous as it might upset people.
Imagine saying of a burglar that he
should not be blamed for his crime
because it might stigmatise him and
make him upset. Imagine saying of a
neighbour who tears down next door's
fence that he should not be held responsjb]e and made to pay for the
destruction because it would make it
more dif`ficult for the two of them to
live next door to each other afterwards.
The argument runs that marital rows
are all too complex and sensitive, that
the law has no place trying to arbitrate
in personal behaviour. But this is an
argument for abolishing the whole of
matrimonial law, or all anti-discrimination legislation. It runs against the

whole thrust of property law where
courts provide remedies over and over
again for people who are victims of
broken promises or betrayals of trust
or agreements. The difficulty of proving a legal wrong is hardly a reason for
abolishing it altogether. Yet this ab-

surd doctrine is held to apply -solely to divorce.
The implication is that the pain of

marital breakdown somehow starts

with the legal process. But the legal

fight is the res#/f of marital bitterness,
not the cause. The idea that preventing
a wronged spouse from alleging adultery will turn bitter anger into calm
reason is sheer fantasy. Lord Mackay
appears to believe that mediation will
shore up marriage by forcing people to
reflect on grim reality. Again this is
deeply misleading. Mediation is not
counselling

or

reconciliation.

It

is

solely concerned with sorting out practicalities. It assumes the divorcing
couple are calm and reasonable enough
to sit down with the mediator. But
many are so bitter by that time by deftnition they will not even get to the
mediator in the first place. If they are
reasonable, they wj]l not need a mediator. Moreover, this is also likely to
become a two-tier system. The more

powerful and richer spouse, usually the
man, will get a lawyer; the weaker and

poorer, the woman, will have to make
do with a mediator and thus lose the
legal protection that is necessary. The
only pain likely to be reduced by this
will be at the Treasury, where there
will be rejoicing at the reduction of the
legal aid bill.

It is true that the more conflict there
is, the worse it is for the children. But
the White Paper seeks to wrap itself in
virtue by linking abolition of fault to
abolition of conflict for children. It repeats the misapprehension that it is not
divorce that is harmful to children but
conflict, with the implication that such
conflict ends with divorce. This is utterly wrong, although much peddled as
a principal alibi for the adult betrayal
of children's interests. Of course conflict is harmful. But the evidence shows
that parental separation outweighs conflict in doing damage to children. It is
separation and divorce that do most
harm: harm greater than if a parent
were to die. As the Cambridge child
development expert Martin Richards
has said, it is the parent's decision to
leave a child that destroys that child's
self esteem and causes disadvantage in
virtually every area of its development.
There is nothing new in that finding,
although it has been strenuously denied by liberal opinion until very
recently. Last year's study by the Exeter child health researchers John Tripp
and Monica Cockett demonstrated it
unequivocally. But a moment's disinterested thought would tell one that the
divorce-ends-conflict theory is nonsense. Marital conflict may not only
increase at divorce but often continues
afterwards. Worse still, such conflict

Continued on next page

may from that point centre for the first

this may be the case. For the majority,

time on the children themselves. The
children become the battleground on
which the parents choose to fight their

particularly for the children, it is a cruel

War.

So divorce often makes marital conflict worse for children, not better. Set
against this inconvenient fact, the idea
that conflict will be minimised if the
law denies parents the opportunity to
speak the truth to each other is manifestly risible. Most children's interests
will only be upheld if their parents do
not divorce. In some cases, of course,
intolerable conditions inside a marriage
wz.// make divorce sadly
inevitable and even necessary. The

problem is that what was once thought
tolerable is now considered intolerable.
The threshold of tolerability has been
lowered in proportion to the elevation
of individual happiness to dizzying and
unreachable heights. Adult happiness,
that is. The price of the new adult tolerability threshold is the intolerable grief
and disadvantage to which the children
are then so often condemned. This grim
picture is itself so intolerable that it has
to be sanitised by `informed' opinion,
a process continued by Lord Pangloss's

White Paper which perpetuates the error that divorce can be achieved with
the barest minimum of pain for all concerned. For some fortunate individuals,

illusion.

These proposals had their genesis in
a different climate. The Law Commission report on which they are based
was published in 1990, before the debate on the family got under way, It is
less easy now to argue that divorce is
intrinsically free of bad consequences
for children. But among family law-

yers, a distinctive non-judgmenta]
agenda has been running strongly for
years, steadily eradicating the distinction between marriage and unmarriage
through both statute and case law. In
1990, the perception that the practical
application of law had diverged from
statute led the distinguished family
lawyer Brenda Hoggett, now Mrs Justice Hale, to write: "Family law no

longer makes any attempt to buttress
the stability of marriage or any other
union ... Logically, we have already
reached a point at which, rather than
discussing which remedies should now
be extended to the unmarried, we
should be considering whether the le-

gal institution of marriage continues to
serve any useful purpose." Hoggett
was a principal architect of the law
Commission's 1990 proposals on divorce.
There is no reason to think that Lord

Mackay shares such a view. But he
does think the divorce rate results from
huge cultural pressures before which
the law is powerless. On this analysis,
all the law can hope to do is not make a
bad situation worse. There is a glaring
contradiction here. While he says law
cannot mend marriages, he is creating
a whole new structure of the year's
delay and mediation to do precisely
that.

Clearly, the cultural primacy of individual choice and moral equivalence
which fuels the divorce rate is not created by the law. But law embodies,
imposes and reinforces the moral values of a society. Those values are
currently amoral, hedonistic and pretend to be consequence-free. These are
emphatically not Jewish values. Jews
who have a strong attachment to the
bedrock principles of their own culture
may be insulated against these trends
up to a point. But with every generation, that insulation gets weaker - a
weakness that the proposed changes to
the law on divorce can only make

worsel
MELANIE PHILLIPS /.s a co/wm#/.s//o/-The
Observer who writes about social policy and
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come with the inability to fulfil the
mz./zi;CZA. I began to rea]ise that a sig-

nificant portion of our community is
struggling with this problem. I do not
think we have any idea of the magnitude of this issue.
One in every six couples suffers
from infertility. It is deflned as being
unable to conceive after one year of
trying. The finger of culpability does
not discriminate - it points at women
400/o of the time, at men 40% of the
time and at the couple the other 20% of
the time. These are medical statistics
for the general population. They are
exacerbated by the social trend towards
later marriage and deferral of childbearing until careers are established.
The magic age of 35 is a powerful cutoff point in terms of female fertility
and after 40 the decrease in potential is
startling. Add to this lesbian and gay
couples; those, gay and straight, who
have not found partners - and one be-

HUNDREDS 0F KIDS
Ariel Friedlander

gins to get an inkling of the number of
childless Jews in our midst. What is
more difficult to identify, however, is
the number of Jews who vanish from
our communities during the festivals
and
family
celebrations.
When
selfliood is thrown into question by the
inability to conceive, femininity, masculinity, fertility, virility and mortality

F8;:¥;;e%r:fe¥F,;v::,:snr::'aT::f
colleagues gather by the deathbed of a
beloved schoolmaster who had devoted
his life to the school after the death of
his wife in childbirth. One of them
comments sadly, "Too bad he never
had any children."
We are driven by the urge to bear
children. The mj.fzvczfe, p 'ri( £„ 'w/, "be
fruitful and multiply", is the first commandment in the rorczA (Gen.I:28),

given to the mother and father of all
humanity. It is also the primary command of the human psyche.
Throughout Jewish history, p 'r# 1/r'vw has been the tap-root of our
people's survival. It was the conduit

by which the covenant was transmitted
- /e-c7or vcr-c7or(from generation to

generation) - from Abraham to Isaac,
Isaac to Jacob, Jacob to his sons and
grandsons.
When Jacob received revelation, E/
S:feczdc7¢z. appeared to him and promised: "I will make you fertile and

numerous" (Gen 48:4). Jacob passes
on this covenantal blessing to his descendants. And with the words: "May
God make you like Ephraim and
Menashe". Jewish parents emulate him
every Friday night as they bless their
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children at the Shabbat table.
Over the centuries, our experience
of exile has made the family into a
focal point of cultural transmission -a
stable structure at times of uncertainty.
We cling to this model with fierce loyalty, for without it we would not be
here ourselves. And, since the Sfeoofe,
the destruction of European Jewry,
many people agree with the American
Jewish writer Maurice Lamm that:

loom -it can be excruciatingly painful
to sit in sfeGf/ and watch one's tradition

just fulfillling [he religious duty I o `` be

being handed down to other people.s
children. And so one stays at home.
Throughout our history, attitudes toward infertility have failed to deal with
the feelings of powerlessness it engenders. The Bible saw infertility as an act
of God - from the sterility imposed
upon all the women of Avimelech's
household as punishment for his behaviour with Sarah, to God's smiting
of Michal when she looked askance at
the dancing of her husband King
David. And Rachel embodies the human reaction to barrenness when she

fruilful and multiply" -i[ is an act of
faith in the God Of Israel and the

cries, "give me children, or else I shall
die!" (Gen 30:I). Throughout the To-

desliny of the Jewish people."

rah, the survival of the Children of
Israel depends upon human reproduction and, from Sarah to Hannah,
conception is possible o#/); when God
visits or remembers them.
In the rcr/mijc7, one can trace a
change in attitude. In contrast to the
Biblical view that the creation and curing of infertility comes from God, the
rcz/m#d discusses physical causes, such
as salt, hunger, weeping, sleeping on
the ground. It even cites the long discourses of Rabbi Huna, whose students
became sterile from being forced to

"Every Jewish birih lodc[y is a com-

mifmenf lo the Jewish fiuture` 11 is a

I.esounding response [o the Hi(lers of
hisfoiy fhal the Jews will survive.
Today, bearing children is more fhan

But many of us have no children and
may never be able to be fruitful and
multiply. While our Shabbat table may
be surrounded by friends and loved
ones, it has an empty seat over which
unsaid words of blessing hover, waiting for the commandment to be
fulfilled.

When I started looking into Jewish
attitudes toward fertility, I was amazed
to discover how many of my friends
and colleagues have been affected by
it. Previously invisible to me also, were

the unexpressed pain and grief that

Continued on next page
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hold in their urine because of the length
of his lectures. It goes on to list possible
cures such as fish. The growth of the
Children of Israel in Egypt within four

be overcome. At the simplest level, we

generations from 70 to 600,000 is attributed to eating the fish that filled
the women's buckets when they went
to draw water. Some of these responses
may seem ridiculous. But it recognises
that there may be physiological and
even psychological causes for infertility. But when fish -or other potential
cures -failed to make a marriage fertile
after ten years, then a husband was re-

adoption. Though fecz/czkfej.ccz//); there is

quired to divorce his wife and remany.
Today we take pride in our ability to
overcome fertility by the use of highlysophisticated medical techniques. But
the side-effects of hormones are sometimes too dangerous,
z.# v;.fro
fertilisation does not always work. Sur-

gery cannot always solve the problem
and some consider the ethical and legal
costs of alternative insemination with a
donor's sperm or eggs to be too high.
How then do we respond to a childless person? Do we say: "Divorce!"?
Do we say: "You have no place in the
chain of tradition!"? Surely not. We
w£/s} find a place for those who cannot
bear children. I do not wish to dilute
thejoy and miracle of birth, nor induce
guilt in those who are fertile. In moments of existential despair, there is
nothing more rejuvenating than to hold
a baby while it pulls your hair and
sticks its fingers in your eyes. But it is

precisely the awe of how someone so
beautiful came to be that highlights
how hard it is for someone to be randomly and inexplicably denied the
opportunity to be part of that process.
And what to do with the feelings of
failure and shame at not being created
whole? What to do with the anger?
What can others do to help?
There is much that we ca# do. We
cannot erase the pain of infertility but
we can stop pretending it does not exist. We can make a place for those who
canriot bear children by acknowledging in our rituals their presence and
their pain, by teaching the Jewish value
of adoption, by reminding ourselves

and our congregants that bearing and
raising children are not the only ways
to pass on the covenant to the next
generation.
We can begin to include the infertile
in the sanctuary, by adding a line in a
mz.sfeeberczcfe, a benediction, referring

generally to all those struggling with
this issue. As we read the stories of

barren women in the Torah, we should
see that the text actually addresses their
pain -it is o#r discomfort that needs to

can talk about rcz!.sz.#g children rather
than becz;-z.#g them.

We can begin to teach the value of

no way to adopt a child whose parents
are living, tradition does praise one
who adopts an orphan. In the second
book of Samuel reference is made to
the flve sons of Michal. They were
actually borne by her older sister and
according to the rcz/m#d:
"Merab gave birth fo them and

Michal raised them, fherofore they
are called by her name. This teaches
fhal anyone who raises an orphan in
his home, scripture considers him as
if he gave bii.fh fo fhaf orphan."
While fea/czkfeo may have no provi-

sion for adopting a child whose parents
are living, there is a verse in the Torah
which does. That is, after all, what
Jacob does with Ephraim and
Menashe:
``v'ata she-nay vanecha ... Ii hem ...

vayiharay vahem she-mi - now your
two sons shall be mine -in them shall
my name be recalled." (Gen 48:5,16)
Adoption brings children into a
family, as does co-parenting, foster-

parenting, parenting by step-mothers
and fathers. There is no doubt that Jewish survival depends on the continuing
creation of Jews. But we need to acknowledge the difference between
giving birth to and raising a child. One is
not necessarily dependent on the other. It
takes more than the confluence of sperm

and ovum to make a Jew.
We all have teachers who have made
us into Jews. Those teachers were not
always our parents. Each one of us
knows just where we might have been
without our teachers. We honour them
in our hearts but we should do more
than that. That must be why the
Mishnahteachas..
"if your father and your leacher
each cai.1.ies a heavy burden, you
must help your teacher and then your
fa,her ...

if your falher and your teacher
were kidnapped, you musl ransom

your teacher first and then your
fa,her ...

your leacher lakes precedence

over your fat her because your father
broughl you into lhis world but your
[eacher, who [aughl you wisdom,
brings you info the world fo come ... "

Our ancient texts state unequivocally that we do not have to bear a
child in order to have a successor. It is
more than sufficient to leave a student,
somebody who learns from us:
``Rabbi Samuel lhe son Of Nachmani

said in the name of Rabbi Yochanan,
whoever I eaches the child Of his

friend Torah, scripture considers il
as if he gave birth to the child."
Bet Hillel stated that the minimum

number of children required was two:
"male and f;emale, for it is stated in

scripture, male and fiemale God erealed them."

That is - a son and a daughter, patterned after God's creation of Adam
and Eve. Through this injunction, we
night a,ct b 'tselem elohim -in God.s
image. But we forget that Creation and
procreation are not the same thing. God
never gives birth. God never physically sires a child. God does notfeo/i.c7-

"na-eseh adam b'tsal-mono - God

made clckem,

man, in God's image."

(Gen 1 :26) Even the infertile can do this.

When Abraham and Sarah left Haran,
they took with them "feo-#e/esfe osfee;.
czsw -the souls they made." (Gen 12.5)

Long before Isaac was born to them,
abraham and Sarah were acting b '/se/em
e/ofeJ.in, in God's image. Even the infertile can do this.

God promises that infertile men and
women will have a place in the chain
of tradition:
" ... let not the eunuch say,
`1 am a withered free.' ..

For f hus said Adonai:
`As for the eunuchs who keep my

sabbaths,
Who have chosen what I desire
And hold fast i o My covenant I will give them, in My House
And within My walls,

yad vashem
A monument and a name
Better than sons or daughters,
I will give them an everlasting name
Which shall not perish. " (lsalith Ch S6)

God can only require that which can
be done. Holding fast to the Covenant
demands that you fulfil the mz./zi/of that
are in your power to fulfil. If you cannot bear children, clearly, there are
other ways to pass on the Covenant.
Mr Chips, on his deathbed, hears the
comment, "Too bad he never had any
children." With his remaining strength,
he raises his head from the pillow and
responds, "But I did. Thousands of
them. All boys."
I should only be so lucky to be surrounded on my deathbed by friends
and colleagues. If one of them should
comment, "Too bad she never had any
children," I hope I might raise my head
and respond, "But I did. Hundreds of
them. All Jews!"I
ARIEL FRIEDLANDER wcrs bor# i.# Ivew
York but educated at St Paul's School, London,
and Nottingham University. She is about to
start her final year o.i rabbinic studies at HUC/
JIR in New York. For two years she was also
club photographer for Queens Park Rangers
and thus follows several family traditions.
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of marital union. It is an act which has
dignity even in the case of those involuntarily sterile. The act is one of
unreserved self-giving by the couple,
in the context of their unreserved commitment to each other in marriage. In
having intercourse, they may or may
not be intending to try to have a child.
In any case, they do nothing to exclude
the conception of a child and are pre-

pared to welcome any child they do
conceive. The child is conceived, if at
a]], not as the product of a making but as
a gift supervening on the parents' giving
of themselves and submission to each
other and to the source of human life.
It must be recognised that IVF is far
removed from this approach to having
children. In IVF, the child has its ori-

TEST TUBE BABIES
There are few more religiously and morally challenging issues than those
raised by in vitro ferti[isation (IVF) and the use of foeta] material. Some
have grave reservations about IVF, others see the technique as
potentially highly benericial.
We asked Dr Helen Watt, a philosopher and research fellow at the
Linacre Centre for Health Care Ethics in London, a Catholic institution,
to voice the doubts. And Rabbi Julia Neuberger, a member of the
Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority and former member of
the voluntary, later Interim, Licensing Authority to respond.

DIGNITY
Helen Watt
`F,uGi`o:::e,?;Yn::s:I,::f:Gn:F,:":::
is what science is for, the extension
of human happiness through choice'.

On the expected response of some MPs
to the Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority Report on the use of
foetal and other ovarian tissue, Simon
Jenkins declared himself to be `mystified
by the dread these reactionaries feel'.
Simon Jenkins' belief in `choice'
with regard to reproductive technologies is shared by many others.
Nowhere is `choice' more tenaciously
defended than in the area of reproductive medicine. Although it is widely
agreed that parents should not have
unlimited control over the /-eo;-z.ng of
their children, restrictions with regard
to the ge#e/-cr/z.o# of children in statelicensed
and
to
some
extent

state-funded fertility clinics are re-

garded by a growing minority as an
infringement of reproductive rights.
Even that much larger group of people
who believe that regulation in this area

is warranted will argue that IVF is, at
heart, a benign procedure which needs
no more than sensible control.
It is hard to overestimate the gulf
between traditional procreation and j.#
v;./ro ferti]isation. Parents need no
longer initiate together the process of

generating children. Children may now
be conceived by individuals who will
never meet their children or each other.
Birth is no longer a public sign of origin,
of the fact that the child is, in every

sense, the offspring of the woman who
gives birth and of her partner for life.
The attempt to generate a child need not
be a sign of permanent commitment -or,
indeed, ofcz#j; commitment -to the child
or to the other parent.
Clearly, there are many `natura]'
ways in which parenthood may be
similarly fragmented. Those who reject IVF, not as `artificial' but as a
distortion of the parent-child relation-

ship, are in no way committed to
defending other ways in which this relationship may be distorted. For IVF is
rejected not in favour of conception
through one-night stands or other
forms of uncommitted intercourse but
in favour of another, very different,
approach to having children.
On this approach, a child is generated as the result of an act expressive

gin not in an act of marital self-giving

but in a process of production - of
retrieving and combining biological
materials. The emotional stake of the

parents in the outcome of this process
does not affect the kind of process it is.
As far as the human contribution is
concerned, the IVF child is produced
in a similar way to any other product:
through technical control over extraneous materials. It should therefore
come as little surprise if the IVF child
is /reczjed as a product in others' control, when it owes its existence, like a
product, to control over the materials
used to make it.
The claim that IVF children are
treated as products, at least in the early
stages of their lives, is well supported
by the evidence. Most IVF embryos
are not implanted, much less carried to
term but are discarded if `spare' or
defective, frozen, with the risk of their
dying in the process, or used in destructive experimentation. The donor
or commissioning parent who gives up
sperm or ova to be used in fertilisation is
under no illusion as to the fate of most of
the embryos so produced. The great ma-

jority of lvF patients are not prepared to
welcometheiroffspringunconditiona]ly.

One study found that over 90% regarded
the embryo as their property.
It may be objected that an embryo is
not a child and so need not be treated
as a child. However, if a human being
is not a purely spiritual entity but a
living human animal, the origin of the
human being will be traceable to the
origin of the human animal. That is, it
will be traceable, in the majority of
cases, to the fusion of the parents' gametes, though in the case of identical
twinning it may be traceable to later
asexual reproduction. On a holistic,
non-dualistic view of human beings,
the soul is the body's `life-principle',
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such that a living human body cannot
exist without a human soul. But even if
a living human body, with a human
soul, did not appear to be present from
fertilisation, respect for the process of
human generation should preclude the
deliberate destruction of the embryo.
Infertility is a condition which
rightly attracts a considerable degree
of public sympathy. Attention is inevitably drawn to the emotional distress
which infertility can cause. What is
less often noted is that such distress,
like any strong emotional pressure, can
lead those affected to engage in activities which, without this pressure, they
might have seen as morally precluded.
Nonetheless, despite this emotional
pressure, it is significant that some infertile
couples
refuse
to
avail
themselves of treatments such as IVF.
Their refusal is due, in some cases, to

the fact that they prefer, to a choice
which violates the norm surrounding
parenthood, the choice of having children in a way which accords with
human dignity, or else not at all.

RESPONSIBILITY
Julia Neuberger
HJLnFE,:r,e.fT::ne:rfi,',.a:o::fee;:::ea:
in favour of "another, very different
approach to having children," which
she then describes as "the result of an
act expressive of marital union: an act
which has dignity even in the case of
those involuntarily sterile." She does
not take the line that people should
have sexual intercourse only for the
procreation of children, a view to be
found in several of the early Church
Fathers who were negative to the point
of absurdity about human sexuality.
But she does suggest that the child is a

gift "supervening on the parents'
giving of themselves and submission
to each other and to the source of
human life."
This is an odd argument. Most Jews
would argue that there are three "players" in the sexual act and in the

procreation process - the woman, the
man and God. God is the creator of
sexual desire and present during our
every action. To debase sex is to debase the divinity which gave us the
possibility of sexual pleasure. And it is
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no coincidence that Jewish law encourages us towards sexual union on

the Sabbath, as part of the expression
of the joy of the Sabbath day itself.
But that healthy, earthy, God-acknowledging, God-thanking, attitude
has no impact whatsoever on the question of whether it is right to intervene for
those couples who, rejoicing in their
sexuality, fundamentally faithful to each
other, expressing their longing for each
other in the sexual act in the normal way,
find that they cannot procreate.
Traditionally, in Jewish law, an infertile woman was to be divorced after
ten years as a barren wife. The rabbis
thought it was the woman's fault they had not heard of azospermia. Even
if the man did not divorce her, he was
to take another wife in order to fulfil
the commandment of being fruitful and
multiplying, a commandment, like so
many, which traditionally applied only
to men. But in these days when we
understand that a variety of factors in

the hormonal or other make-up of
either partner can lead to infertility, it
would seem sensible to take a scientific look at what is going on.
It is at this point that Helen Watt
really needs to justify her position. For
who is it that gave us the capacity for
scientific inquiry but God? It is our
God-given intelligence which allows
us to explore the workings of the hu-

man body and to put right where we
can things that have gone wrong.
Would she have us able to cure cancer
but not use that capacity because it is
artificial and the genetic material to be
used to fight the carcinogens is created
outside the human body? Is it better to
let people die?
If she does not take that view, she
must acknowledge that it is right to use
human intelligence responsibly to deal
with a biological problem. The key,
therefore, is responsibility. Those involved in IVF in this country have, on
the whole, behaved responsibly. This
has been largely through their own volition but also because there has been
an authority, first sponsored by the Medical Research Council and the Royal
College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and later by the government,
which has insisted that the welfare of
the child be taken into account in the

offer and conduct of treatment.
In addition there are strict rules governing both the numbers of embryos
which may be replaced and also the
use of "spare" embryos. There is no
doubt that those involved in the whole
IVF area are fully aware that they are
dealing with the origins of human life

and that this material has to be handled
with a sensitivity, moral and emotional,
which would not apply in other circumstances. It is for that reason that
couples are offered the possibility of
"spare" embryos being frozen, so that

those very embryos can be implanted
into the woman on another occasion
and not discarded. They are not treated
with disrespect in that process at all.
So why should people engage in
IVF? Certainly, if they have objections
to the possible waste of human genetic
material in the process, they would
have difficulties with it. But most
sperm are discarded most of the time in
the ordinary sexual process and many
eggs are simply discarded in the menstrual cycle. It is not as if nature does
not "waste" human genetic material,
nor as if nature does not encourage
many early "spontaneous" abortions

when there is something wrong with
the embryo.
The truth of the matter is that nobody who disapproves of IVF should
be involved in the process. Nobody
who is not passionate about the possibility of having a child should put
themselves through that very stressful

process. A great deal of support rather
than criticism is needed for those undergoing

it.

It

is

not that

it

is

"unnatural". Keeping warm with cen-

tral heating and using a microwave
oven are unnatural. Rather, it is difficult, morally and emotionally. We
tread on eggshells, in an emotional
minefield, in this area. What we do
know is that there are no guarantees
and that those involved do not want to
talk about reproductive rights, as Helen
Watt suggests but about the possibility
of solving an infertility problem for a
couple, whilst keeping a close eye on
the welfare of any resulting child.
It is precisely because we have the
couple in front of us and are able to
assess them as suitable parents, as one
might with would-be adoptive parents,
that IVF is not offered cczrfe b/cz#cfee to
anybody who wants it. There are controls and there is moral sensitivity. We
can think about the future child and not
allow a couple to proceed with the
treatment if we think they might damage any resulting child -something we
cannot ever do with people who have
children the "natural" way. To argue,
therefore, that it is, of itself, immoral,
is just absurd. Unless one wants to ar-

gue that the results of scientific
endeavour should never be used at all
to help human beings fulfil the reli-

gious duty -and pleasure -of "being
fruitful and multiplying".

I would probably have been moping
around at home while Andrew was in
London. In January 1966, at the age of
seventeen and a half, I was married to
Andrew. I worked as a legal secretary
and our two-room rented flat was also
home to other students who, with few
exceptions, were hungry bachelors.
Household chores and shopping were
shared tasks, with Andrew taking the
lion's share and always visiting the

launderette with his rcz/"#d to study as
the washing went around in the machine.

I STARTED AS
A TEENAGE BRIDE
Sharon Goldstein
singing in the Stew/ choir, the only Jew-

childhood remain vivid - my

FOND
OF MY
first MEMORIES
day at feec7e;. at Birmingham
Liberal Synagogue, sitting around
what to me seemed a huge wooden
table with lots of children of all ages
and Rabbi Bernard Hooker teaching us
to recite the Sfee#7cz. There were family
f7c}#i/4kcz/i parties, although usually

held on 25th December, allowing all
the aunts, uncles and cousins to gather
at my grandparents' home and presents

to be distributed from a huge wicker
basket. If I was lucky enough to arrive
early, my favourite task was tojoin the
others around the kitchen table to pluck
the large feathers from the huge turkey
that sat in the centre. But despite the
turkey and presents there was no doubt
we were celebrating f7cr#i/44czfe, even if
we had lit the candles in our homes
days before. I remember standing by

the front door of my grandparents'
home and singing A4); y/.c7dz.sAc A4cr#?a.

If my grandmother could clearly hear
my words as they stretched down the
long hall and into the kitchen, it was
loud enough to perform to any visitors
or
at
any
suitable
venue.
My

grandfather was Life President of
Southgate Liberal Synagogue and both
my grandparents were very actively
involved. Attending services was a

way of life and we never missed a yo#7
roy morning service, even on a school
day -S/2ii/ came first.
By the time of my bcz/ "/./zvc}A I was

10

ish member of the choir in those days.
I remember the cups of tea the others
used to drink on yo#3 Kj.ppffr. I was
involved in the youth club and teaching the first class at Aec7er. My father
was on the Sfe#/ Council and my
mother was the rabbi's secretary and
secretary for marriages. Rabbi Dr
Philip Rosenberg was then our rabbi
and in his sermon at my bczf mj.fzi;ofe he

referred to my being a future rebbj./ze#.
Was this because I was already a little

" macher " in the Shun

No, it was because of Andrew
Goldstein. He was chairman of the
youth club and I was then secretary.
He, too, was a "mczcfeer" acting as an
assistant rabbi and helping to take services. Being five years older than I was
and studying sciences for A-level and
then a degree, meant that I got excellent marks for my physics and
chemistry homework.
It seemed a natural progression, at
Rabbi Rosenberg's suggestion, for
Andrew to think about becoming a
rabbi. For me it was a wonderful pros-

pect, one that held no anxiety for our
joint future. Maybe it was the faith and
naivety of youth or an old head on
young shoulders. As Andrew was
studying at the Leo Baeck College in
London from September 1965, my parents wisely thought there was no point
in delaying our marriage -we had become engaged in September 1964 -as

In 1970 Andrew was ordained and
his five year student association with
Northwood & Pinner Liberal Synagogue culminated in his full-time
appointment as rabbi. There he has remained. We moved into a house in
Northwood and our son, Aaron, was
born, followed by our daughter, Ruth,
in 1973. I left full-time paid employment in 1970 but continued to work at
home for my former employer until
Ruth's birth. My life was, by choice,
devoted to my husband, children and
supporting Andrew at Northwood. It
was natural for me to be involved, singing in the choir, active in the Women's
Society and attending services. Due to
my own needs, I set up a creche for

Shabbat and yon roy morning serv•\ces. Rosh Hashanah tea. at our home
has long been the "tradition" and, despite the lack of space, members came
to our Open House Invitation. In
twenty-four years, rain has only once

prevented a garden overflow.
Fortunately, I enjoy producing gar-

gantuan amounts of food and so part of
a yon roy is sharing a meal with fainily and congregants. My favourite one
is after a service, if we have had an
early evening service or after a morning service, when everyone can relax
and not clock-watch. Having a kj.ddi!sfe-style luncheon at home means we

get to talk properly to people, rather
than the polite "in Shut" conversations.
I also have to admit that I love the

planning and preparation for Pesczcfe
and our seder sits as many as our dining room allows.
In the early days, members sometimes telephoned Andrew at home and,
if he was out, I became the listener,

breast feeding my children or preparing vegetables or even rolling pastry
with the telephone perched precariously on my shoulder. My kitchen
became a place for strong black coffee,
tissues and more listening and by the
end of 1972 I realised that I needed
some training, too. With the ULPS
Rabbinic Conference's blessing, I set
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up a Rabbis' Wives' Group for both
Liberal and Reform spouses. Dr
Wendy Greengross led initial sessions
to help us cope with congregational

parents. With grown-up children, I am
now free to pursue new ventures and
currently represent the ULPS on the
Association of Jewish Women's Or-

problems. The group continues to this
day but now includes rabbis' wives,
husbands and partners.
My care work has developed over
the years and now I work with a team
of ten people. Although we take part in
training and workshops to improve and
update our skills, we do not work as
counsellors, even when some of us are

ganisations. For the ULPS I ran a
recent Focus on Employment Seminar
and hope to widen the network to all
ULPS congregations. Andrew and I are

trained in counselling skills. We see

our objective as acting as extended
family. As well as our Northwood
Meals to Members Scheme, for people

just out of hospital or at home unable
to cook, we organise rotas to bring
people to services and visit members
in their own homes or hospital. Until
about eighteen months ago, the Care
Team work extended to the bereaved.
And now a Bereavement Support
Group has been established and we
train voluntary workers specifically for
this work. Nine years ago I established
a Luncheon Lecture Group which
meets monthly with a variety of excellent lecturers. After years of informally
helping members seeking re-employment after redundancy, there was
clearly a need for a more formal structure. With a co-organiser, I established
a Focus on Employment Group in
March 1992. With a terrific team of
volunteer experts this helps to get peo-

ple back to work and gives one-to-one
support and advice. We are able to help
people looking for re-employment,
returnees to the workplace and people
who are in employment but seeking
new directions. All this has necessitated having a Job Co-ordinator to
match people to the jobs that come to
our attention. It is now a two-way operation within the S:fei!/ and we give out
"Profiles" of members who are look-

just co-chairing our third biennial Conference for the ULPS after nineteen

years of running Kadimah Holiday
School for the ULPS and European,
Israeli and American children. Spending so long in one congregation has
allowed me to develop a full-time, varied career as a working rebbj./zen and
develop many skills to feed back in to
the congregation. There are initiatives
at Northwood after I have attended
conferences or training on subjects
such as HIV/AIDS Awareness, Bereavement, including international
conferences on Grief and Bereavement
in Contemporary Society and other social issues. The Women's Awareness
Courses run by the police for women's

protection have given me and others
new confidence and I am planning
more courses during 1995. Had I been
in paid employment I would not have
had the opportunity to develop such a
variety of skills. I have been able to

help Israeli transplant families who
have often waited for several years in
this country for a heart or a heart and
lung transplant.
We love to travel and so, with

Andrew's hobby as a tour-organiser,
we run tours of Jewish interest to the
Czech Republic, Italy, Spain, Israel
and, in October 1995, to Morocco.
What other job would give us such
scope?
I am aware that, until recently, all
my eggs have been in one basket and
my life almost entirely revolved
around the Sfect/. Now, through my
bereavement work and as a newlyappointed Justice of the Peace, I plan
to work more, still as an unpaid professional
volunteer,
in
the
wider
non-Jewish community. Maybe the
most satisfying part of my work is the
sharing and caring. It is true I am involved
with
the
sadness
of
bereavement, job loss, personal /zores,
troubles, of all kinds but the balance of
joy in the abundance of sj.mcfeczs, happiness and good fortune we share with

our congregants, who are more like an
extended family, compensates the personal hardships.
Will I continue

30th June-9th July
1995 JEWISH CHRISTIAN SuMMER SCHOOL

Sr. Margaret Shepherd nds
and Revd. Jonathan Gorsky

WEEKS OF INTEREST & FUN
15 July-22 July

WEST COuN"Y EXPLORER HOLIDAY

Sue Harberl -an experienced guide for the West

ing for work and member-employers
offering jobs. We currently work with
several other ULPS congregations, too.

POETRY SUMMER SCHOOL

This initiative has led me to organise a
Business-to-Business Exhibition for

MEDITATIVE POETRY OF

members, together with a Directory,
our own "in house" yellow pages.
Twenty-nine years on in my marriage, having had my two children by
the time I was twenty-five and twentyfive years as a rebbz.fzen - do I have
regrets? Absolutely none. I feel exceedingly lucky and blessed to have
found a wonderful Jewish husband and
hope to reach our fiftieth wedding anniversary, as my own parents did may they be spared for many more - or
our sixtieth anniversary, like my grand-
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as a working
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WORDSWORTH & COLER]D®E

Joan Anho[t
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LIFE, LOVE & SHADOWS:

AN APPROACH TO THOMAS HARDY'S POETRY

Joanna CLi]]en Brown
For full programme please contact:

Mrs Eslher Robinson
The Ammerdown Centre
Radslock, Bath BA3 5SW
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Alexander Knapp

#!.#?e#/.!.c7#kc -` Fellow teachers,

stitute of the central Conservatory of

fellow students, hallo! I'm very happy
to offer you this lecture.' It was with
these words that I began my

Music in Beijing. My colleagues in-

presentations on Jewish music in
Beijing in
December
1993 and

November 1994. They were part of
exciting and stimulating developments
in the field of ethnomusicology: yo£/fcrz.

yinyue zai Zhonggtio li -. Jewish music
in China'.

Fourteen years after Joe Loss and
his orchestra were the first western
dance-band to be invited to perform in
the People's Republic of china -I was
giving a series of lectures on Jewish
and related musics at the Research ln-

12

formed me that this was the first time
that Jewish music had been taught systematically at university level in China.
In the autumn of 1992, initial con-

tacts were made for me by my cousin
Stuart Kingston. At the time, he was
one of the tiny handful of Westerners
at the Chinese Traditional Opera College in Beijing and he is now a mature
student at the Central Academy of
Drama. I owe him a great debt of gratitude.

After a year-long silence, I received
an invitation from the Conservatory
President, Professor Liu Lin, a com-

poser and former student at the Paris
Conservatoire, to come the following
month. After a flurry of reorganisation, I was able to travel at the
beginning of December 1993 and stay
for two weeks. The Conservatory accommodated me in their comfortable
four-room guest suite and generously
paid all my expenses jn Beijing. The
British Council kindly granted me the

return fare from London.
Having sent a selection of twenty
lecture titles in advance, I was delighted and not a little bewildered, to
learn that nineteen of them had been
chosen. Six session, each of two-and-

a-half hours, were scheduled and
advertised on a large yellow poster in

the Conservatory.. Yalishanda Kenai-
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and City University memorabilia were

pw, that was me in Chinese, from London would be covering the following
subjects: `The Musical heritage of the
Jews: a Survey', `What is Jewish Mu-

presented to key individuals and to the
Conservatory book and record libraries. It was interesting for me to
discover that the library already contained at least eight books relating to
Jewish music. There were also no fewer
than twenty scores of music by Ernest
Bloch and over thirty recordings.
During my stay I learned much
about the Chinese perception of the
Jews - largely expressed in terms of
fascination, enthusiasm and affinity.
There were some at the Conservatory
with relatives in Kaifeng, one of the
former capital cities of china and home
to thousands of Jews in earlier centuries, who proudly felt a Jewish
ancestry. Many pointed to similarities
in temperament, values, outlook and
the importance of family life. They saw
the Jew, like the Chinese, as an ancient

sic?', `Jewish Music in the First
Century', `Cultural and Denominational Diversity in Jewish Liturgical
Music', `Environmental Influences
upon Cantorial Music', `The Sephardic
World of Music', `An Introduction to
Arabic Music', `Music of the Ethio-

pian
Jews',
`Samaritan
and
Yemenite-Jewish Orgcz#£/m', `The
Hasidic World of Music' and `Ernest
Bloch: A Reassessment'.
My audience comprised professors
of ethnomusicology, composers, post-

graduate researchers, undergraduates
and visitors. The numbers varied from
about ten to twenty-five. Individuals
would come and go, according to the
demands of their respective timetables.
Five interpreters from the Research
Institute had been assigned in turns to
assist me. I would speak one or two
sentences at a time and these would be
translated immediately. If the interpreter on duty hesitated for even a
split-second, a quasi-r¢/m#dz.c debate
would develop -and occasionally continue for some time - among the
assembled company, many of whom
knew English fluently, regarding the
precise shade of meaning I intended.

As a former council member of a
Reform synagogue not a million miles
from the centre of London, this evoked
in me poignant memories.
My lecture on Bloch focused upon
the Jewish elements in many of his
compositions. But as it was the last of
the series, I decided to add an extra
musical example as a special tribute to
my hosts, namely Cfe;.#ese, the last

movement of `Four Episodes for
Chamber Orchestra', that B]och composed in 1926. The record sleeve
describes this work as `one of the most
delightful revels in Western pentatonic
orientalism imaginable' -the implication being that there is nothing
specifically Chinese about it. However,

as the music unfolded, members of the
audience started smiling and chatting
to one another. On asking my interpreter what they were saying, she
replied: `Wel], this tune comes from
northern China, this one from the south
and that one sounds like Beijing Opera.' I found out subsequently that
Bloch had indeed done his homework
by visiting Chinatown in New York
and, later, San Francisco and by listening to some of the earliest recordings
of ethnic music to be produced in the
USA. There is a need for new research
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group surviving to the present day,
who had always placed much emphasis
upon
study
and
literacy,

to be done on this piece and on at least
two others with strong Chinese
resonances, the finale of his `Viola
Suite' of 1919 and the three-movement
orchestral work `Evocations' of 1937.
All the lectures were recorded on
cassette-tape. The written versions of
most of them have since been sent to
Professor Su Mu, Director of the Research Institute, plus further articles of
mine on Jewish music already published in English. All are being
translated into Chinese. Some are to
appear in future editions of the/o#r#cz/

of. the Central Conservatory of Music;
and about two dozen will be collected
and published in Beijing as the flrst
book in the Chinese language to be
devoted entirely to Jewish music.
In addition to the formal lectures,
there was a three-and-a-half hour
`round table' discussion. The table in

question was laden will all manner of
fruits, sweet delicacies and endless
supplies of tea. The conversation covered many aspects of Jewish religion,
society and culture, history and geography, as well as music. Searching

questions were raised and thought-provoking comments aired. My cousin
Stuart was in attendance: he talked
about music in Israel, where he had
lived for some fifteen years. He and I
ended this informal session with a raucous canonic rendering of f7j.##e;. A4arfe

roy C/mcz#o)/!.", which could be relied
upon to bring credit and credibility as
serious artists to neither of us.
Records, cassettes, books, articles

intellectuality, creativity in arts, resourcefulness in business and upward
mobility for those with talent. They
insisted that any serious assessment of
Western culture would be impossible
without a study of Jewish culture.

Having thought of the Jews purely
as a religious entity, members of my
audience came to realise that this was a

people who had spread across many
ethnic and cultural boundaries. But despite this wide geographical dispersal,
interior links between the differing
musical idioms exemplified on cassette-tape could be sensed by some of
those present. A small selection of responses to the rich heritage of Jewish

music may serve as a summary of chinese
impressions:
`beautiful,
expressive, emotional, touching, from

the heart'. Some even knew popular
Jewish tunes such as Do##cz, Do##cI,
Hava Nagila, Hatikvah 8.nd Tumba/cz/czz.4cz. These may have reached China

from the former Soviet Union, Hong
Kong or America.
Issues such as these were further discussed during part of my second visit
of three-and-a-half weeks in october
and November 1994. On this occasion
my purposes were two-fold.
The first three days and last ten days
were spent entirely in Beijing as a private visitor. My activities consisted of
research, giving lectures and seminars
and attending meetings. I was based,

as before, at the Central Conservatory
of Music, where I discussed the subtle
differences between Jewish music and
the music of societies and cultures
Contirmed on next page
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among whom the Jews have settled
over the centuries, Jewish music in
America, the history of Chinese Jews
and of the European Jews in China and
their music and a follow-up on the influence of traditional Chinese music upon
Ernest Bloch. Scholars gave me numerous Chinese-language articles about
Sino-Judaic history, which are to be scrutinised carefully for musical reference.
A highlight for me was a rehearsal
with an excellent Chinese student
mezzo-soprano at the Conservatory,
who was working, with her voice professor, towards a concert performance

of my published arrangements of Foi/r
Sephardi Songs - `Mi padre era de
Francia', `Nani, nani', `Mama, yo no
tengo visto' a.nd `Yo m'enamori d'un
aire ' .
Lectures at four other educational
institutions were also offered. I spoke
on `The Musical Heritage of Jews' at
the Institute of Nationalities, at which
two Chinese scholars professing a Jewish heritage and identity were present.
`What is Jewish Music?' was given at

and Wuxi, where we were accommodated in splendid hotels and treated to
a sequence of sumptuous banquets. We
also met government officials, to
whom we were invited to outline our
respective fields of specialisation, gave
and received gifts, visited museums
and exhibitions, attended performances
of music and dance, discussed literature and drama, learned about
traditional architecture, handicrafts,
silk production.

During a period of free time in
Shanghai, I had the opportunity to see
places of Jewish interest. My guide was
Professor Xu Buzeng, who had earlier
sent an academic paper to be read at
the `First International Conference on
Jewish Music at Gty University' in
April 1994. He and his wife showed
me the `Kedoorie Palace' - now a
`Children's Palace', the Jewish ghetto
area, f7o#gfoi/, with its tall `houses and
narrow streets, where a number of im-

are now affixed to the wall in my office, which any new visitor might be
excused for mistaking as a centre for

portant European Jewish musicians
had lived before and during the Second
World War, the former Jewish buildings
in
the
present
Shanghai
Conservatory of Music, the monument
to Jewish refugees inscribed in Chinese, English and Hebrew, erected in
the Public Gardens, the disused Ofee/
Rachel Syna.gogue andthe Ohel Moshe
Synagogue built in 1927, now a museum.
Among many other vivid experiences were spectacularly colourful
Beijing Opera performances, the magnificent temples and palaces, the

Chinese studies.
All these gestures are manifestations

grandeur of the Forbidden City and of
the Great Wall, the old-world atmos-

questions for the rational mind.
A4ArvrvA asked four players at a recent
brit milah, the mohel (ciroumtiiser), the

of the Chinese desire to reach out to
the lesser known sacred and secular
musics of the world, as well as to the
more familiar `mainstream' Western
classical genres. How compellingly did
my colleagues and friends in Beijjng
teach me that those who have an open

phere

father, the mother and the baby - to

the Music Research Institute of Chinese Academy of Arts and also at the
Chinese Conservatory of Music. And
at the Beijing University Hebrew Department. I addressed some brilliant
fourth-year students who speak fluent
Chinese, English and /v;.;i and who
have all adopted additional Hebrew
names. Posters advertising these events

mind -and ears to listen -can deeply
enjoy and appreciate not only the music-culture into which they were born
but also music-cultures seemingly distant from their own ...
My ten middle days were spent as a

member of a seven-person delegation
formed by the Vienna-based `International Organisation of Folk Art' to
investigate folk arts in China. The
delegation compri sed the Secretary-General from Austria, a husband-and-wife
team from Germany and one representative each from Holland, Russia,
the Cook Islands and the UK.
As guests of the `China Federation
of Literary and Art Circles', we travelled from Beijing to Shanghai, Suzhou
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of

busy

street

markets

contrasting dramatically with awe-inspiring skyscrapers that rival those of
New York.
For me the deepest impact came
from the sincere, spontaneous friendship and generous hospitality of my
hosts, all of whom made me feel truly
welcome. My two diaries totalling 160

pages, 100 photographs, 12 hours of
video film and other memorabilia,
serve as a tangible complement to cherished memories. I hope that what has
begun will continue. Indeed, future

plans include visits to Kaifeng, to the
Institute of Jewish Studies at the University of Shandong in Jinan and to
Fudan University in Shanghai.
ALEXANDER KNAPP j.I /Ae /oc Lass Research Fellow in Jewish Music a[ Cily
University, London. His duties, aside from
I.esearch, include teaching undei.graduates.
supervising postgraduate theses, organising
seminars and corferences and tidminis[ering
the Jewish music resource centre.

ACUT
BEYOND
THE AVERAGE
Few Jewish ceremonies are more
rooted in the Jewish psyche than bj'z.f
mf./ch, circumcision. Yet few arouse
more apprehension or pose more

write about it.

The mofec/ was Dr Alan Schamroth, a
GP and member of the Association of
Reform & Liberal Mohalim. Tlie
parents were EIIiot Boyd, who is an
architect and Jane Cordon, who
teaches at Akiva School. The baby
was interviewed by lsca Wittenberg,
a psychotherapist in private practice
and teacher of analytic psychotherapy
and infant observation at the
Tavistock Clinic in London.

THE MOHEL
ITTLE DID I THINK THAT,
when my son's school teacher
Jane Cordon went on maternity
leave, I would be asked a few months

L

later to perform a brj.z mz./czfe on her

newborn son, Zachary.
For families who have drifted away
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from their Jewish roots, the birth of a
son and the need to contemplate a bwt

THE MOTHER

in;./czfe rekindles the issue of Jewish

identity with attendant anxieties and
ambivalence.
This was certainly not the case with
Zachary's arrival. His parents, Jane
Gordon and Elliot Boyd, have very
close and strong ties to the Jewish community. This made their decision about
the brj.f "j./crfe less traumatic.
Nevertheless, mindful of their natural concerns as parents not to inflict

pain on their child, I explained before
the ceremony that it is highly unlikely
that at eight days the baby feels anything other than a transient discomfort
at most, particularly since a powerful
local anaesthetic cream is used.
Although Jane decided not to be
present for the circumcision itself,
EIliot and other members of the family
elected to stay, watch the procedure
and join in the traditional prayers.
Aware that they might believe the baby
would share their own apprehension
about the circumcision itself, I quickly
explained that the child cries before
the `cut' because his nappy is removed,
which new babies dislike, he is cleaned
with cool water and held in a most
uncomfortable position by the Scz#de4,
Godfather or, as happened, the
`Scz"dckz./' (Godmother), Elliot's
mother, Valerie Hellner. Although we
had anaesthetised Zachary's penis, we
could not anaesthetise him against the
discomfort of having his bottom ex-

posed nor the restriction of being held
in an awkward position. I then went on
to explain that, even if we could anaesthetise him against these discomforts,
we would not wish to prevent the release of adrenaline by the crying, as
this prevents shock.
After the minor surgery and ancient
ceremony which lasts a very short time,
Zachary's nappy was replaced and he
was cuddled and comforted and almost
immediately stopped crying.
Elliot's stepfather, Rabbi Frank
Hellner, read the naming ceremony and
Zachary was given his Hebrew name.
This ceremony introduced an important social dimension. Having been
welcomed into the world by his parents at the moment of his birth, Zachary
was then welcomed by the larger family of the Jewish community at his brj.f
#2z./ofe. Zachary then fed well, quickly

fell asleep and everyone - myself included -was relieved it was over.
Within five days the wound was
healed and on the follow-up I was glad to
find that Zachary did not recognise me.

Alan Schamroth
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circumcise - that was never the

T0 CIRCUMCISE
ORthat
NOT
TO
question. We knew
the birth
of our son meant joy, happiness,
excitement and . . . br;.f mz./czfe. The idea

of circumcising our precious newborn
baby seemed like a bizarre ritual yet
we knew we had to have it done. We
felt that to avoid brj./ mz./ofe would mean
denying him his Jewish status. Alan
made us feel at ease before, during and
after the brj.f "z./crfe. The service was
calm and informative but I was pleased
I heeded the advice of other mothers to
avoid the actual circumcision. Looking
back I am glad Zachary had a brj./ mj./aft
because he is continuing the tradition
of so many generations.

Jane Cordon

THE FATHER
Eaunc:::y;;as:i:;hlf#Th;:?r:sw:t:s
name? How much does he weigh? Has
he got much hair? And when is the
b/-j/? It never occurred to me before his
birth that b;.j./ mz./aft would become an
issue. Yet, since there was no doubt
that he
would
have
a Jewish
upbringing, what exactly was the point
of a b/-z./? I was sure that it would not
have any effect on whether he would
be a conscientious Jew or not. And, as
for a big affair for the occasion, it
seemed to heighten the `barbaric'
nature of the ceremony. Nevertheless,
we decided that he would have a brj./,
firstly to reinforce his identity and
secondly so that circumcision would
not become an issue later on in his life.
We saw his baby naming as a public
ceremony of his birth and well-being.
I am glad both that he had a br;./ and
that it did not become a big public
spectacle - the intimacy of the event
certainly helped it to be a meaningful
Jewish occasion.
E]]iot Boyd

can feel with my skin, my mouth, my
tummy, my bottom and they tell me
everything. I hadjust got a bit used to
what happens in this new world when I
woke up this morning and I knew
something was up - things were
different. I like my mummy stroking
me all over but she went on and on
touching me even when I wanted to
drift off into sleep. And I could sense
her hands not steady as before but
shaky. It did not feel safe, it made me
trembly and irritated. She put her big
breast into my mouth, not in her usual
gentle way but pushing it in even when
I felt full and pushed it out. Lots of
faces moved in front of my eyes and
high-pitched voices hurt my ears.
Daddy's eyes came but they kept on
turning away. And just when mummy
let me lie quietly in her lap and I had a
lovely dream of the breast being mine

for ever and coming and going
whenever I wanted, someone pulled
me up. They were not the arms I know
but some strange, j.erky ones and then I
was yanked into more strange ones and
then there was yet another drop over a
gap and I bounced into a lap that did
not smell like mummy's. Someone
took my nappy off. I so hate that
always, it frightens me, it feels as if all
that holds me is ripped away. I felt cold
and exposed and I yelled and kicked
my legs to see whether they were sti]]
there. But someone pinched them hard
and held them tight. I looked for my
daddy to hold onto with my eyes but a
very nasty, sharp thing attacked me. I

screamed -I don't know how long for.
But suddenly there was some sweet
lovely smelling stuff on my lips and I

licked and I sucked and my tummy
was filled with warmth. I turned my
head hoping for more but all that
happened was that there were strange
sounds all around me. I have loved that
stuff ever since and I want it every
time I hear those sounds. I am told that
it is Hebrew and the stuff is wine. I
always want it at once, that lovely stuff`
that makes my tummy all warm but
mummy and daddy make me wait for it
until they have said all the words of
what they call A;.c/d£/sA or something

like that.

Isca Wittenberg

THE SON
`7`1.

T::::I:::#mEa:k::Li:nso:s.:iv::#
Of course, I do not understand what
they are saying but you do not need
words to know - my body tells me I
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Kedusha± Ha-am, Kedushat Ha:aretz

Richard G. Hirsch

T

HE ROOT CONNOTATION

cf
kodesfe,
holy,
is
to
distinguish that which is re1ated to the divine from fro/, that
which is secular and mundane.

Ked"sfeofe, holiness, is that which is
separated, transcendent, consecrated
to God.
The classic distinction is to be found
in the command "Observe the Sabbath

day to keep it holy." (Deuteronomy
5:12) We bless God, in the feczi/c7cz/crfe

prayer, "For distinguishing between
the sacred and the profane, between
the seventh day and the six days of

labour." We know that our secular existence is as much a blessing as is the
Sabbath day. Both kodesfe and feo/ are
given to us by the Eternal One.
But I must confess that I have considerable difficulty with the mandate
to become a Holy People: "You shall
be to Me a kingdom of priests and a
holy nation." (Exodus 19:6)
How can we consider seriously a
concept which expects an entire peo-

Judaism is a Brit, a covenant
between God and the people
"On that day the Lord made a covenant with Abram, saying, To your
offspring I assign this land." (Genesis
15:18)

The covenant was conditional on a
qicj.dpro g#o. In order to remaln in the
land, Israel had to strive to keep God's
commands. If Israel does not adhere to
its q£/z.d, God will renege on his q#o.

"Let not the land spew you out for

ple to be holy not only on the Sabbath
once a week but 365 days a year? How
can the entire Jewish people be ex-

defiling it, as it spewed out the nation
that came before you." (Leviticus 18:28)

pected to be 4crdosfe, when in our
tradition no individual Jew has ever
been 4czdosfe? Our tradition must have
intuitively recognised the impossibility. The verse "You shall be holy"

Judaism is a collective faith
The covenant is a public commitment of the entire people. Is it only
coincidence that the command "You

(Leviticus 19:1) is not regarded as a

shall be holy" is always in the plural?

commandment and is not included in

The striving for kedz{sfecz% is a commu-

the total of 613.

nal rather than an individual obligation.
The Jew searches for the divine in a
community. The Jew needs a m!.#);cr#

God drafted a three-act play for
the Jewish people and each act culminated in the bestowing of a divine
gift. The first, historic act was the
Exodus, as a consequence of which
God gave us /reede#7. In the second
historic act, God led us to Sinai and
revealed the Torah and in the third
act, God brought us to Ere/z yj.srcze/
and gave us the /c}#c7. There was no

fourth act - God did not give us the
gift of "holiness". For the Jew, holiness is not a divinely bestowed
characteristic or a state or an emotional
experience. Holiness is not a descrip-

tion but a prescription, not a fact but
the end goal of the epic drama. Holiness is future-orientated, an aspiration,
a thrust, a direction, a mandate to perform mz./zvor, commandments.
Here is where the land of Israel enters. If the people Israel is commanded
to be holy, where are they to achieve
holiness? God needed a setting, a specific place, in which the Jewish people
could enact the divine commandments.
The people needed the land assigned
by God in which to aspire to holiness,
just as the land needed the Jewish people to fructify it.
Therefore, the two concepts "ifed"shafha-am,kedtishatha-arefz"(hdi+res;s
of the people, holiness of the land)
were conceived together in the womb
of history. From the moment God

(quorum) to pray. In order to count as a
Jew, the person has to be counted
among fellow Jews. After the exile, the

kehillah kedoshah, "the holy conmur
nity", and the synagogue became the
temporary setting, a substitute for the
collective existence inEre/z fJczfoc7esfe,
the Holy Land.

Judaism is a faith of this
worldliness
A Jew cannot aspire to holiness by
being apart from the world but only by
being a part of the world. For Christianity, the kingdom of God and the
earthly kingdom never touch. "Render
to Caesar the things that are Caesar's
and to God the things that are God's."
(Luke 20:25) Not so in Judaism. We
are challenged to bring "the heavenly
Jerusalem" down to "the earthly Jerusalem". Therefore, for the Jew, there
can be no clear-cut separation between
heaven and earth, between the sacred
and the secular, between the spiritual
and political dimensions of life. The
command to search for holiness induces a kind of interactive TV drama
between God and the Jewish people.
The creative tension between the ideal
and the real propels the mission for
rz.kk£/7? o/czm, for the repair or perfection of zfez.a world.

called to Abram, ,477? yz.srcre/ and E7`e/z
y!.s/.cre/ were inseparable. "Go forth ... to

The twin concept of people and land
distinguishes the Jew from all other

the land which I will show you ... and I
will make you a great nation ... and be

peoples and faiths. The Romans were a
people before they adopted Christianity. The Arab tribes had developed
their cultural traditions before Mohammed.TheclassicreligionsoftheFarEast
are not coterminous with geographic
borders or demographic boundaries.

thou a blessing." (Genesis 12:1,2)

To this day, the major distinguishing characteristics of Judaism are

predicated on the inseparability ofpeople and land.

Only

for the

Jew

were

faith,

peoplehood and land simultaneous and
interdependent. The land of Israel was
the centre stage for the drama which
shaped the Jewish character and destiny.
From the moment Abraham heeded
God's call, the land of Israel was destined to become Broadway while the
Diaspora became off-Broadway.
This last sentence will shock many
Progressive Jews. We have been
nurtured on a two-foci
"Bczve/yerzfsfecz/cz}/z." ", Babylonia-Jerusalem,

perception - that there are today two
equal, major centres of Jewish life Israel and Diaspora. One wag has
claimed that there are three major constituencies of world Jewry: Israel,
the Diaspora and American Jewry, as
if American Jewry has its own unique
status, independent of the rest of the
Diaspora. Many of our lay and rabbinic leadership would refuse to accept
the formulation of the World Zionist
Organisation's Jerusalem Programme
that the first aim of Zionism is ``the
unity of the Jewish People and the centrality of Israel in Jewish life."
But why should we have such ideological turmoil over the issue of
centrality? When in the 1940s the
Union of American Hebrew Congre-

gations moved from Cincinnati to New
York, it did not mean that the individual Jew in New York was any better
than the Jew in Cincinnati. It did mean
that, henceforth, the headquarters of
the American Refomi Movement was
in the centre of American Jewish life.
The move represented a significant historic ideological statement which
enabled Progressive Judaism to become more of a major force in
American Jewish life than would ever
have been possible had it remained in
Cincinnati. Similarly, when it was first

proposed that the World Union for
Progressive Judaism move its headquarters from New York to Jerusalem,
controversy erupted. There were those
who objected on grounds that our
movement could not move its head-

quarters to a country where the Reform
movement was not recognised. The
transfer of the headquarters in no way
implied that those who work in Israel
are any better Jews than those who
work in America or elsewhere. It did
signify that the world Progressive
movement was declaring its intention
to participate in the upbuilding of zion
from within as an integral part of the
Jewish people and that we were
thereby committing ourselves to work
for the collective well-being of the
Jewish people. Israel was established

not only to save individual Jews but to
restore the Jewish people. Through our
participation as a movement in the
drama, we became actors on the stage
rather than spectators in the audience.
There is yet another reason to stress
the centrality of the State of Israel.

Kedushat ha-am, kedushat ha-aretz
can be viewed as an intellectual exercise exploring the past, or else we can
consider it as a mandate to secure the
future. If it is to be the latter, then how
can the to;rrrrs holiness Of the people,
holiness Of the land be applied in our
day? It is my contention that the conditions of Jewish life in America and
increasingly in the rest of the Diaspora
make it exceedingly difficult to retain
the distinguishing characteristics of
Judaism referred to previously - the
sense of the covenant between God
and the Jewish people and the collective and this-worldly character of
Judaism. On the other hand, the conditions of life in Israel crre more
conducive to the retention of these distinguishing characteristics of Judaism.
Therefore, it is incumbent on Progressive Judaism to incoxporate Zionist
ideology in our theological framework
and to exploit Israel as a source and
resource wherever possible. Conversely I believe that; in Israel, despite
the obvious advantages for Jewish living, we, too, are in danger of defaulting
on the fulfilment of these distinguishing characteristics. Therefore, as much
as Diaspora Jewry needs strong ties
with Israel in order to retain the sense
of Jewish peoplehood, Israel needs
strong ties with world Jewry, in order
to prevent Israel from becoming just
another Levantine state.
Let us compare some of the factors
in America and the Diaspora and Israel
which affect the differing conditions
for fulfilling the distinguishing characteristics of Judaism:

Demographic patterns:
the Diaspora Jewish population is
decreasing and the Israeli Jewish
population is increasing. Given
present population trends, early in
the twenty-first century, the maj ority
of world Jewry will live in the State
of Israel.
To underline the significance in
terms. of Jewish education, there are

approximately three million schoolage Jewish children in the world today,
1.5 million of whom live in Israel, all

of whom speak Hebrew as their mother
tongue and receive an intensive Jewish
education, without reference at this
point to the quality or impact of the

education. Of the remaining 1.5 million, approximately one million live in
America. The majority of those receive
no Jewish education. For those who do
receive a Jewish education, the majority attends a school where the standards
are minimal. Little wonder that assimilation is considered the gravest threat
to American Jewish survival. This has

given birth to a new buzz word. Jewz.s%
co#fz.72#z7}; has replaced the old buzz
word, Jewz.sfe sz/rvj.vcr/, attesting to the

beyond their proportional representation in the electorate. However, their
influence is more political than religious
and there is an inverse ratio between
their political power and their impact on
personal or public religious values.
Modern Zionism represents the
renationalisation of Jewish peoplehood. Zionism was driven by two
competitive thrusts: the first, toward
"normalisation", espousing a state
"like all other states". The second was

redeflnition of the threat to Diaspora
le;wry as spiritual Ta:thor than pkysical

toward the creation of a state whose
Jewish character will flower into a new

extinction.

indigenous Israeli Judaism. Until now,

In most of the Diaspora, Jewish
identity is now voluntary and
therefore individualistic and private;
In Israel, Jewish identity is
compulsory and therefore collective
and public.
The openness of America and much
of Diaspora society has made it possible for a Jew to forego or forfeit Jewish
identity without pain, pressure, or
stigma. In this sense, not only converts
but all born Jews are "Jews by choice".
In Israel, every Jew is a Jew "by no
choice". Every Jew is automatically
subject to all the obligations of living
in a Jewish state, from paying taxes to
serving in the army to being an indiscriminate target for attack by Arab
terrorists. Israeli society is a reflection
of the application of Jewish values in a
Jewish society. Whatever happens in
Israel is denominated as Jewish by the

nation of the world.

In the Diaspora, Jewish identity is
becoming "religionised".
In Israel, Jewish identity is becoming
``nationalised''.

American and Diaspora Jews are
identified today more as a religious

group than an ethnic group. The
changing identity is reinforced by demographic patterns: the dissolution of
cohesive Jewish neighbourhoods, the
fracturing of the traditional Jewish
family through divorce and changing
life-styles and the rising multiculturalism which tends to categorise
people in racial rather than ethnic
groups. The synagogue has become a
place "to Jew it", the accepted institutional setting for Jewish identity,
Jewish life-cycle events and for occasional celebration of holy days, even
though, paradoxically, most American
Jews are not religious in practice.
In Israel, we find the reverse. The
synagogue as an institution is fairly
inconsequeritial. The rabbinate and the
religious parties do exercise power far

continuing external pressures have
forced these two thrusts to coexist in
comparative collaboration. Should
peace come, a multiplicity of conflicting views could well fracture Israeli
society. The controversies could be
much more complex and acrimonious
than the struggle for religious rights in
which we have been involved to date.
At stake is not only the question "Who
is a Jew?" but the more profound question "What is a Jewish State?"
Let us look with a critical eye at
some potentially deleterious consequences of these factors.
Even among active Diaspora communal leadership there has been a
perceptible distancing from Israel. The
trend has been reinforced by the

prospects of peace and the improving
Israeli economy. In many quarters
there is a conviction that instead of a
weak Israel desperately requiring the
support of a strong Diaspora, the roles
have been reversed. A new psychology
may be evolving: "If Israel doesn't
need us any more, then maybe we don't
need Israel." Even some Israeli political
leaders have been issuing pro-

nouncements that instead of Diaspora
Jews supporting Israel, let them raise
funds to save themselves.
But should we not have as our movement objective the strengthening of the
dimension of Jewish peoplehood? If
the characteristics of peoplchood are
language, culture, relationship to a land
and a sense of common destiny, should
we not translate these objectives into
movement priorities, programmes, institutions and budgets?
Take Jewish education as an example. If in the next century, the Hebrew
language should be the mother tongue
of the majority of world Jewry, should
we not project as an educational objective knowledge of Hebrew as a second
language for Diaspora Jews? This objective should be implemented by
establishing a vast, interlocking network of day schools, camps and study

programmes in Israel for every Progressive child and young adult. By this
time, we should be bringing tens of
thousands of our young people for extended study programmes in Israel
every year. If we are serious about our

peoplehood, how can we permit the
continuation of a condition whereby
Progressive Jews who want their children to have an intensive Jewish
education are forced to enrol them in
an Orthodox day school? Why are
young adults, who are eager to study
classic Jewish texts in an intensive

manner, obliged to go to Orthodox
yes%j.vof? Should we not create the institutions where they can be enriched
by an experience of intensive Jewish
learning and living? In this regard, our
staff in Jerusalem expects to open a
Progressive Be!t A4j.c77.osfe for Israelis

this coming autumn and a Progressive
Bez.i A4z.drcrsfe for students from abroad
in the autumn of 1997,
Let me assure you that in the Israeli

context, we are confronted with comparable dilemmas. The fundamental
question is, what will be the J.Q„ the
Jewish Quotient, of life in Israel?
A recently published report commissioned by the Ministry of Education,
chaired by Professor Aliza Shenhar,
revealed a precipitous decline in interest in Jewish studies in government
schools. So few secular teachers are
being prepared to teach the required
subjects of Bible,

7cr/77?a/d, Jewish

Thought and Jewish History that the
Minister of Education has predicted
that, within another decade, government school principals will be forced
to choose between dropping these
courses altogether, or selecting Orthodox
or ultra-Orthodox teachers. Similarly,
at university level there has been a
steady drop in enrolment in courses of
Jewish content.
Under conditions of peace, the tendency among Israeli Jewry to distance
itself from world Jewry and from the
traditional sources and experiences of
Judaism may well intensify. The militancy of establishment Orthodoxy and
the extremism of ultra-Orthodoxy have
become a pretext for the secular majority to avoid wrestling with those issues
which define the Jewish character of
the Jewish state. That is why they are
indifferent to issues of religion and
state and why the political leaders of
the major parties are willing to make
such outrageous compromises of principle upon demand of the religious parties.
As for the Progressives in Israel, we
are indebted to the Orthodox establishment. Because of their opposition and

contrary to their intentions we have
received public recognition as an indigenous force in Israeli society. It is
the Orthodox Jews and not the secular
Jews who have given us status.
Therefore, our ultimate problem is
not with Orthodoxy but with ourselves.
Our target audience has to be the majority Israeli population who have
either been repelled or alienated by
Orthodoxy and some of them are
searching for what we should be able
to offer. Our ultimate test will be if we
can create a felt spiritual need in them,

just as the ultimate test of our movement in the Diaspora will lie not in
how many non-Jews we can bring into
the Jewish fold but in how many Jews
we can inculcate the passion to search
for 4edffsfeczfe in their lives.

Can a liberal Judaism meet the spiritual needs of the twenty-first century?
That is our awesome challenge. In the
camp of liberal Judaism, I include
Progressive, Conservative, Reconstructionist, who are already affiliated
to the World Union for Progressive
Judaism and even the few remaining
courageous pluralistic elements of
modern Orthodoxy. The impulse for
kec7zfsfeczfe should unite us as allies in

the struggle for renewal of the search
for holiness. Can we together build the
educational institutions and programmes, can we develop the message to
impact on the lives of the secular Jews
of Israel? Can we train the messengers
to deliver the message? And if we have
yet to demonstrate that we have both
the message and the messengers in the
Jewish setting of Israel, will world
Jewry continue to authenticate our
message and messengers in the nonJewish environment of the Diaspora?
I am all too painfully aware of the
moral dilemmas confronting world
Jewry in relation to Israeli society and

politics. The reality of Israel at times
appears a far cry from the Biblical vision which should always impel us:
"Zion shall be redeemed in justice and

those who return to her in righteousness." (Isaiah 1 :27) A movement like

ours, deeply committed to social justice, is bound to experience anguish
when it views Israel critically, as we
are obligated to do. How much easier
was it for us in our non-Zionist days,
when we were able to separate the
universalistic mission from the land
and people of Israel. How much easier
to live with the dream than with the
reality. But without the reality, would
we be able to dream?
In the spirit of Ezekiel, chapter 37,
the State of Israel has breathed new life

into the dry bones. New flesh and new
sinews have revived our people and
heritage in both Israel and abroad. Now
the question which faces us is: Can we
sanctify the new life with God' s spirit?
"When I will put My spirit in you, you
shall live and I will place you in your
own land." (Ezekiel 37: 14)
To sanctify this new life we, as a
movement, must seek a new synthesis
of people and land, Israel and Diaspora, faith and community, the
sacred and the secular, political sovereignty and fz.fak## o/czm. If we accept
our responsibility we could perform an
historic task. Of all the movements in
Jewish life we should have our feet

planted firmly in both worlds - Israel
and the Diaspora. From the depths of
the Israel experience we can imbue the
Diaspora with the conviction that,
without Jewish peoplehood, there can
be no Judaism. From the Diaspora experience we can help to imbue Israel
with the conviction that, without a relevant Judaism, the Jewish people will
not perpetuate its unique inheritance.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin has recently declared: "The success of the
Zionist mission is to establish a state,
Jewish not only in name but also in
demography." Our task is to add yet
another dimension -to establish a state
which is Jewish in cfearcrcfer.
The new synthesis is reflected in a
dictum of Rabbi Yohanan Ben-Zakkai.
He taught: "If you have a sapling in

your hand and people cry out to you,
`Behold, the Messiah is coming,let us
go out to greet him,' first plant your
tree and then go out to greet him."
(Avot d'Rabbi Natan 2:31)
Let us plant and be implanted. Let
us nurture and be nurtured. Let us seed
and breed programmes and institutions
in both Israel and the Diaspora for
revivifying our people's heritage, lan-

guage and culture. Let us get our hands
dirty tilling the soil of our land and
cultivating the soul of our people. Let
us participate fully in the political process of the state and of the representative
bodies of world Jewry. Let us aspire to
the ked#sfeczfe which will bring the celestial Jerusalem to the terrestrial
Jerusalem. And in so doing let us work

for the day when we can greet the
messianic era.
RABBI RICHARD G. HIRSCH wcrs' bo/.# j.#
tl.e United States and received se;milk:hah at the
Hebrew Union College in 1951. Since ]973 he
has been Executive Director Of the Wol.[d Union

j.or Progressive Judaism, based in Jerusalem.
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CAN DR SACKS
ALLOW OTHERS
UNDER HIS JEWISH
UMBRELLA?
W:s:Ta::l¥BUD::¥y:h%:efaf)]sa:::
numerous exceptions which create
both debate and conflict. The Jewish
Continuity programme in the UK is an
example.
The initiative stems from the Chief
Rabbi, Dr Jonathan Sacks, who is a
great believer in inter-religious pluralism as he so eloquently describes in his

paper "Many truths - one world" delivered recently in Vienna. But he is
unwilling to extend this principle to
intra-religious matters within Ang]o-

Jewry, hence the conflict engendered
by the supposedly community-wide
Continuity programme.
There are various definitions of pluralism

in
the
dictionaries
and
encylopaedias. One which seems ap-

propriate for this article is "a
metaphysical theory that reality is not
an organic whole but is composed of a
plurality of independent entities
whether material or spiritual or both contrasted with monism". Another, "a
state or condition of society in which
members of diverse ethnic, racial, religious or social groups maintain an
autonomous participation in and development of their traditional culture
or special interest within the confines
of a common civilisation".
The Britannia says: "The term also
refers to the doctrine that the existence
of such groups is beneficial, a major
element in the ideologies of both the
liberal Western nations and the Communist nations". My edition clearly

pre-dates the demise of the major communist nations and I wonder whether
new editions of the encyclopaedia will
alter that part of the definition. In fact,
one could say that one of the contribut-
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Felix Posen
ing reasons for the decline and fall of
Communism is that, though it verbally
espoused pluralism, it did not, in fact,
allow it but used euphemisms as substitutes. That is not much different
from what Jewish Continuity in the
UK is doing. This uses the euphemism
of "inclusivity" to pretend to a kind of
pluralism. This clearly cannot work.
Rabbi Sacks' eloquent advocacy of
inter-religious pluralism is supported
by the following quotation: "Long ago
the rabbis declared that Judaism is not
an exclusive route to salvation". He
also states that a public domain need
not aspire to be a society of the ]ikeminded but, instead, "recognises the
dignity of difference". Unfortunately,
he does not apply these concepts to
Jews who wish to practise Judaism in
ways which dif.fer a little, or markedly,

or totally, from what is considered as
"fecz/czkfez.c " or "standard" or "Ortho-

dox" or whatever. As if these "terms"
are describable or definable in any one
finite way.

On what principle can one justify
pluralism as inter-religious and not
intra-religious, as between different religions but not within the same
religion? One principle could, of

course, be "pragmatism" which is very
much a human or even a Jewish principle. Since one lives in a non-Jewish
world, it would be suicidal not to "allow" non-Jewish religions to exist.

Therefore pluralism is acceptable outside
Judaism.
However,
inside
Judaism, pluralism is a kind of heresy.
How can onejustify this intellectually?
I will come back to that later on.
Even the treatment of heretics in

Judaism has changed radically over the
ages. By the standards of a time as
recent as that of Spinoza who lived
from 1632 to 1677, more than 75% of
today's Jews would have been declared
heretics. But, once again, rabbinic

pragmatism came to the rescue with an

"er£/v"-like, make-believe concept.

Henceforth, heretics have been demoted, or promoted, by most if not all
Orthodox fec7/crkA!.sfs -into the Alice in

Wonderland

category

of

`f;.#ok

sfee#!.sfebczfe ', `the child raised among

the gentiles or who has been kidnapped'. Such people cannot be held
responsible for their ignorance. They
have been so overwhelmed by the

process of emancipation and secularism rampant in the world that they
must be forgiven, for they know not
what they do. In fact, quoting from
Rabbi Sacks' very learned, readable
and interesting book, "One People?" he

states that `tinok shenishbah ' Jews are
"Jews whose dissenting views are to be
attributed to cultural and parental influence but not to personal conviction".
Whilst many Jews find this either
offensive or laugh off this ostrich-like
approach, I have no trouble with it. If
that is the way Orthodox people can
justify the inclusion of the non-conformists and the non-religious, it does
no real harm. One writer recently said
something to the effect that you have
to be insane to believe in the er£/v but
even crazier to oppose it. Such reasonings have a common thread with other
religions. The Muslims are absolutely
certain that all people in the world will
end up as Muslims - if not in this
world, then in the next. In the meantime, there is a `]ive and let ]ive' policy

allowing `the people of the Book', that
is you and me, the right to live in peace.
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Are any of us bothered by the absolute
dogma that all of us will become Muslims in the future? Other religions, like
Mormonism, have the same claims on
all of us. Hence their fine genealogical
records.
We should all respect -although not
necessarily agree with - personal beliefs, as long as they do not cause
physical damage or interfere with other
peoples' lives. Practically all fundamentalists, in each religion, feel that

they alone have the path to truth and
reality and therefore preclude pluralism. Based on such unshakeab]e beliefs
and the concomitant rules and regulations derived from these beliefs, they
take upon themselves the roles of
legitimisers. This phenomenon exists
in all major faiths and major non-

democratic forms of governments, as
well as the numerous new faiths and
movements which spring up from time
to time.
It is this unshakeable belief which

grows into a monopolising of thought.
And that, in turn, leads to the now
universally unacceptable practice of infallibility as far as communal matters
are concerned.
Clearly when one signs up with a
group, religious or political, which
espouses such doctrines, loyalty
demands that one must obey. But this

gives no-one the right to force a
situation by assuming the role of
legitimiser towards those who have not
voluntarily signed up. For these have
other thoughts or loyalties and do not
seek anyone else's legitimisation or
even approval.
Perhaps the most respected and
seminal thinker and articulator of the
essence, philosophy and meaning of
pluralism is Sir Isaiah Berlin. Just a

couple of months ago, a gem of a book
appeared entitled "Isaiah Berlin" by
John Gray. This book describes Professor
Berlin's
contribution
in
challenging Western civilisation's
long-held views and ideas on pluralism and refining them.
Berlin is clearly uncomfortable with
the monist's point of view in any moral
or religious field which, he thinks,
underpins most forms of totalitarianism. The brilliance of his conception of
`va]ue pluralism', which demonstrates
the diversity and incommensurabi]ity

of genuine human "goodness", should,
once and for all, turn anti-pluralists
into genuine pluralists. This stands in
contrast to Rabbi Sacks' ideas on pluralism. For Berlin, ultimate truths are
compatible, often being `mere]y alternative expressions of the same reality'.
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Sir Isaiah Berlin asserts that ultimate
truths are, in fact, incommensurable
beyond measurement and pluralism is
not at odds with religious history.
If I understand Rabbi Sacks' opposition to pluralism within Judaism
correctly, he seems to think that the

philosophy of pluralism is intrinsically

opposed to Orthodoxy. How does he
come to that conclusion? Pluralism is
not a religion or a dogma that opposes
or disallows. If one goes back to our
definitions, pluralism js a theory which
encourages people to allow the existence
of diverse
religions
and
philosophies. It follows that the adherents of pluralistic theories would
oppose the dominance of one "-ism"
over any other. If one says that p]ura]ism is intrinsically opposed to
Orthodoxy, then it is also opposed to
Reform, Christianity, Islam, Buddhism
and secularism. Surely one cannot
come to such a conclusion?
If there is an "intrinsic" hidden
agenda in pluralism it is not to oppose

any "-ism", or sect but to oppose /fee
z."posztz.o# of one on another. A ghetto
situation, where all members volunteer
to live under certain rules, should not
be the concern of a pluralist, nor would
he object to it. The objection comes if
there is imposition on other people who

have different ways of looking at
things. The objection is to the imposition and not to the "-ism".
As an aside, let us not forget that

pluralism, like democracy, is very
much a friend of all minorities. Whilst
I realise that the development of enlightenment and secularism has created

problems for all religions, democracy
and pluralism allow them to flourish
unhindered and in freedom. As far as I
know history, Jews have never suffered
in a truly democratic and pluralistic
society. The latter also are not known
to start aggressive wars.
Rabbi Dr Norman Lamm, the RosA
yesfez.vczfe

of Yeshivah University in

New York, in an address to American
Jewish leaders, talked about the dan-

alienate Jews in the name Of the Torah. "
Pluralism has been part of our history from Biblical times. The "mixed
multitude" which left slavery in Egypt
included a wide variety of tribal

groups. Even in the desert there clearly
developed groups who believed in a
religion of ritual and sacrifices offered
to a calf-like deity and others who believed in a written covenant with God
which laid down proper moral behaviour of human beings towards each
other. This division continued when
the Jewish kingdom split into two separate realms. The splits multiplied and
the return from Babylon, with the wellknown divisions of the Pharisees,
Sadducees and Essenes. Until this very
day, we have such a multitude of different sects, within each denomination,
that it is hard to keep up even with their
names, let alone their varying phi]osophies.
Whilst the jury is clearly still out on

what forms of Jewishness will survive,
it is historically clear that, so far, the
continuity of Jewishness has been primarily carried through the ages by the
learning of our basic texts. Most of that
learning, until about 150 years ago,
has been almost exclusively in the
hands of the religious parts of Jewry.
This is, I believe, undeniable. But it
should not be confused with the fact
that there are no ranks of Jewishness.
Each Jew has the same inherent right
to be part of this tribe/culture/nation as
any other. The fact that some contribute more or less in this or that area does
not negate their Jewishness. To try to
make any one form of Jewishness su-

perior to another is, historically, a
useless effort and will remain useless.
Pluralism is not an active "ism". It
neither causes something to be done
nor espouses a cause. Contrary to some
of its critics, pluralism neither causes,
opposes nor creates schisms. Most
schisms in religion throughout the centuries came about in non-pluralistic
societies as a result of people reinter-

gers of exclusivity. He said: "In an
open, democratic, pluralistic society,

preting
texts
or
reality.
By
acknowledging the existence of such a
new interpretation, one does not "le-

Jews have to know why they should be
Jewish and without Jewish learning
they will never know the answer. And
if they have no answer they will stop
being Jewish and the Jewish people

gitimise" the new nor does one affect
the former interpretation. If accepted
as a principle or way of life, like democracy, pluralism simply permits
divergent views of reality, be they reli-

will cease to be." Further on he said:
"It is immoral to neglect the human

gious or political, to live peacefully
side by side. It makes no value judgments other than to say "Please do not
disturb or interfere with someone else's
vision of reality".
Pluralism is a theory about and a

needs of Jews, or to use the love of
rorczfe as an excuse for functionally
regarding whole parts of the Jewish
people as out of the fold. // z.s b/cxpfee-

mous to ignore and denigrate and

Continued on next page
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reflection of reality. One may not like
that reality and one may wish to influence a change. This is perfectly
acceptable under pluralism if one does
not cross the line of good behaviour
and, above all, does not resort to coercion, either physical or intellectual.
Pluralism is not ajudge nor a value
system. It does not value life-styles
or theories. Nor does pluralism "legitimate", "authorise", "confirm" or
regularise anyone e]se's interpretations of life.
There is nothing
reprehensible in witnessing secular/
feczrec7z./Reform/Orthodox/Conservative practices which embody whatever
they deem to be their view of the correct ethical and moral way of life.
Witnessing is not authorising or legitimising or even permitting your
children to do the same.
Pluralism simply reflects reality.
The present reality is that some Jews
do "A", others "8", others "C". NeiL
ther A nor 8 nor C should seek
"recognition" or "approval" of the

other. Let each pursue in peace what
they think is right. If anyone does not
allow that, they will do it anyway in a
non-peaceful atmosphere. One should
not assume jurisdiction over the other.
It is unnecessary for the rabbi of A to
recognise or to accept the jurisdiction
of the Bet Dz.# or conversion of 8. If 8
and A cannot resolve their problems,
they each go their own way. This is
reality. This is what has been happening for centuries or even millennia.
This is what exists now. Live and let

mane, let us stick with them.
Rabbi David Hartman, in his pam-

phlet "Pluralism within the Jewish
Tradition", states: "The very presence
of a dignified other enhances our covenantal creature consciousness." He
also insisted that "the fear of death is in
some important sense similar to the
fear many people have of religious pluralism." He mentions that Hillel ``never
taught Torah while pretending to possess the sole truth. He admitted that
two opinions might both have plausibility and meaning."
Rabbi Judah said in the Adz.sfe#czfe that

individual opinions must also be registered because, although seemingly
irrelevant after a majority ruling, later

scribed the three "official parties in the
life of our nation", the Orthodox, Nationalist and Liberal parties. He felt
that, in a healthy state, there is a need

for these three forces together and that
they should "cleave together in a love
lofty and practical" and will "congregate together in worthy ffiendship to
recognise each the positive mission of
his companion". As a contemporary
Orthodox rabbi commented: "Perhaps
the most profound and innovative aspect of this great thinker is the notion
that a dialectic exists between faith and
disbelief and that the challenge of atheism or secularism acts as a purifying
agent to rid monotheism of the last,
most rarefied, vestiges of cor-

generations may decide to embrace
these decisions as their own. Each generation, whilst alive, is the "later

poreality."
I cannot imagine that pluralism is

generation" and we often make our
own new rulings. That does not mean
we are any more right or wrong than
our predecessors or successors. Like it
or not, that has always been the way of
the world and will continue to be.
Another great proponent of pluralism was the former Chief Rabbi of
Israel, Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook,

the way of the past. It is the only humane and practical way to live together
in peace with our neighbours and
within our own community. It makes
no sense to limit pluralism to only part

who wrote in 1919 `Oro/ fecz refej.}/o',

Lights of Renaissance, about the growing tension between the ultra-Orthodox
and secular Israelis. Rav Kook de-

not the way of the future, as it has been

ofhumanityl
FHLIX POSEN wczs born ;.# Germcz#j; ;.# /928.
Educated in Johns Hopkins University in the
United States, he was an international metal
merchant. He now lives in England and is a

Governor of the Oxford Centre for Hebrew and
Jewish Studies as well as being a leading
spokesman for Jewish secularism.

live. That is pluralism.

If 8 wants A's approval then 8 must
make an accommodation. If one does
not like the new interpretation one need
not follow it. One need not praise it
either. One can also argue against it.
But in a pluralistic society one must
not undermine co-existence with coercive measures such as declaring a
feerem or /czn4/czfe or instituting an in-

quisition. These belong to ancient and
medieval coercion, are inhuman and
unkind and do not belong in the 20th
century, let alone the 2] st century and
post-Sfeoafe society.

Let us recognise that pluralism is as
old as Judaism itself. Now that, in the
world at large, it has matured into a
universally desirable philosophy, let us
stop wasting time by denying it. Pluralism, like democracy, has its negative
aspects. They are both difficult, laborious to preserve and inefficient fascism and monism get more immediate results. But they are still the best

philosophies around and, until we can
find something equivalent and as hu-
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WONDERING
AND WANDERING
Jeffrey Newman

BEING GOD'S PARTNER: HOW TO
FIND THE HIDDEN LINK
BETWEEN SPIRITUALITY AND
YOUR WORK

Jeffrey K Salkin
(Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont 1994)
ppl81, hb $19.95

THE BOOK OF WORDS.. TALKING
SPIRITUAL LIFE, LIVING
SPIRITUA1. TALK

Lawrence Kushner
(Jewish Lights Publishing,
Woodstock, Vermont 1995)
pp 129, ht> $21.95

Suddenly we all want more of
it. In my synagogue
now
SPIRITUALITY
IS we IN.
have a "Spirituality Committee",
which includes the ritual committee.
With a touch of irony, or unconsciousness, we have produced a
`Spirituality Business plant. It is full of

good stuff, though we have not yet
been able to define `spirituality'. Nor

perhaps have we yet fully recognised
that, for each of us, spiritual fulfilment
may be found by very varying paths.
Some need greater asceticism, others
need greater freedom. Some find their
spirituality through the physical world
of sensation and movement through
sport or dance, for others it is logic and
rational, intellectual discipline. for
some `love' is the overriding answer.
New Jewish books excite the mind
and the imagination. The quest is on.
But is there a `Jewish' spirituality -or
is spirituality a concept which overrides specific characterisations, being
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in essence neither Jewish nor Christian
nor Muslim? Is it a `pure' approach to
God? Further, what is the relationship
between the spiritual and the ethical is spirituality an escape or a challenge
to action? And what about holiness and
everyday life: is spirituality otherworldly, or intimately connected with

what we do and the life we lead? And,
most important for those of us involved
with `estab]ishment' synagogues and
organised religion, what is the relationship
between
religion
and
spirituality?

I was happily meandering through
Jeffrey Salkin 's latest book, pondering
such questions, when suddenly I was
stopped abruptly. There, almost at the
very end, was a quote from Workaholics Anonymous designed, insidiously,
to trap every rabbi. Twenty questions
and a `yes' answer to more than three
defines you as a workaholic, a slave to

your work. I defy most of my colleagues to find more than three that
they could deny, starting with the easy
ones like: `Do you work more than 40
hours a week?' or `Have your family
or friends given up expecting you on
time?' to the more tricky ones, `Do

you take on extra work because you
are concerned that it won't otherwise
get done?,
Of course, rabbis are not the only
ones guilty of overwork. For many
people, the difficulty is not too much
but none at all. But the very idea that
there is a link between work and spirituality is challenging like sex and
spirituality, though less of a clich6. Essentially though not exclusively Jews

do look for spirituality within life,
rather than outside it and discipline is
an inevitable and often unwelcome
component. This could just as well be
the discipline of saying `no' and getting home early as the discipline of the
traditional "j.fzvoz - not that there is
necessarily any conflict between the
two.

Professor Eugene Heimler, whose
early death deprived the Progressive
Jewish community of an imaginative
and creative thinker, had a similarly
earthy approach to the spiritual. His
diagnostic and therapeutic `Scale of
Human Social Functioning' consists of
fifty-five questions. The first twentyfive survey the client's `social' life:

work, finance, childhood, relationships,
friendships.
The
second
twenty-five could be described as the
clinical: health, moods, escape routes
-the inner experience of ourselves.
But there are a final five questions
which complete and complement the
others and which Heimler called `the
spiritual'. How far have you achieved

your ambition in life? How far do you
feel hopeful for the future? Do you feel
life has a meaning? Has it given you
scope for self-expression and has it
been worth the struggle? Past, present
and future, meaning and purpose are
therefore surveyed - and these five

questions act as a balance and check
upon the other fifty.
In Heimler's view, spirituality is not
an escape from human reality but its
fulfilment. And yet this insight was
forged in Auschwitz, when all normal
human functioning and sources of sat-
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is faction were utterly destroyed. In this
situation, only the spiritual, Heimler
learnt and taught, could provide energy to survive. In the past, or in hope

for the future, the present could be transcended. "My own emotional survival,
I believe, was due to two main factors:
first, that somehow I was able to draw
on love received in the past and, second, my belief that, in order to be able
to move towards the future, I had to do
something about my dangerous predicament ... Meaning and action
therefore seem to have played an im-

portant part in maintaining my sanity
and in my remaining alive." (S£//ryj.vcz/

cz#d Socj.edy, Weidenfeld 1975)
The emphasis on action is striking.

What we do, not only what we think or
believe, also counts - again, a confirmation of this characteristic of Jewish
spirituality.

Many people suggest that they are
interested in the spiritual but not in
religion and that they do not believe in
God. What does this mean and how do
those of us involved in `organised' religion respond? Read 7lfee Book o/
Jyorc75` by Lawrence Kushner, a fascinating book, which I instantly hated. It
appeared to me superficial, glossy, pretentious, intrusive - it had something

to teach me? - and American, as if
they'd know anything about spirituality' anyway.
It took me a considerable time to do
more than glance at the book, with its
clever, clever motto on the cover:
`Talking Spiritual Life, Living Spiritual

ro/4 '. But, eventually, I had to begin to
write this review and so had to look at
it, however briefly. Odd what first
struck and impressed me:
The lex( Of lhis book was wi.i[fen in

Microsoft Word for Windows 2.0 and
imported info Aldus PageMaker 4.0.
English lex{ is set in Adobe's Nofi.e{..

The Book was composed fron. a
Poslscripf file on Linofl.onic 300 al
I 270 dois per inch.

Here was mysticism at its highest or, at the least, a level of higher knowledge and understanding than any to
which I could aspire. And the quotation concluded triumphantly: "The
book and its cover were designed and
illustrated by the author"
I looked more closely. The layout
and typesetting were not only impressive but pleasing. I became gradually

more and more captivated. There are
thirty short sections, each illuminating
a key and mostly well-known concept:
Shabbat, Israel,

A4¢sfej.c!cA,

Messiah,

A4!.fzvcrfe. Each section provides a Bib-

lical quotation, a short comment by
Kushner, a further quote from Jewish
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literature and a practical teaching or
action to be performed so as to awaken
understanding of the particular concept.
But the
translations
and
comments shock. Look again at the
four concepts above: would you translate them, in order, as -Being, Family,
Yourself and Prayer? Each of
Kushner's `translations' is an interpretation at a challenging and deeper
level:

ecfeczc7, one, becomes `love',

Aczj/);z.in, life, is `terror' and bera4fecrfe,

blessing, is `awakening'. The unex-

pectedness of the translations is not
arbitrary cleverness but provocatively
thoughtful.
Thirty short introductions, full of

wisdom, life - terror? - and humour.
The book is ideal as a present but buy
one to read yourself. Though the format is compact, I would wish it were
still smaller -compendium sized, like
those little travelling clocks or small
collections of Psalms or wisdom literature, designed for travelling, for this is
a book to take with you.
So there is now no shortage of Jewish spiritual material beginning to
appear. But it is necessary to take care.
Much of it is sentimental kitsch and
Kushner only just hovers, skilfully, on
the brink. Read, by contrast, Jonathan
Wittenberg's brilliant short monograph
on `P/-cz);er' published by the Leo
Baeck College and you will see the
difference. Or is this merely cultural British as opposed to American taste?
Some books on spirituality, on the
other hand, feed the intellect but miss
the soul. Some of the articles in Arthur
Green's second volume on /ewj.s¢
Spz.;.j.f£/cz/z.ty (Routledge,1987) do this

but many are magical. It is wonderful
to dip into outstanding essays by enthusiastic and inspiring authors and the
subject matter is stimulating and im-

portant: Zwi Werblowsky on Safed,
Louts Jacobs on the Redemption of the
Sparks, Art Green himself on Hasidic
leadership, Elkes on Israel Salanter,
Chava Weissler on Women 's Piety and
the Takhine literature, Luz on spiritual
and anti-spiritual trends in Zionism,
Silberstein on Buber and Hesche] and

much more.
The book is beautifully written and
produced, the essays are long enough
to be fulfilling and the hard-backed
version which I found in a remainder

bookshop had been reduced from £44
to £7.95. Yet how is it that the Holocaust is never mentioned, let alone
given its essential place as a touchstone of all modern Jewish spiritual
writing?

The book is dominated by Martin

Buber to a surprising extent, almost as
if his language of spirituality is at
last coming into its own, at least in
liberal Jewish circles. Silberstein
contrasts Abraham Joshuah Heschel
and Buber: Buber `rooted his philosophy of Judaism in the realm of
interpersonal relations', page 405,
while Heschel `focused on the manifestation of the divine in the
consciousness of the individual ' . The
dichotomy is simplistic.
Silberstein also tries to approach that

question of `Jewish' spirituality and
tends to do so by denigrating Buber.
He suggests that Hesche] roots his ap-

proach
in
a traditional
Jewish
framework. But it is not true to suggest

that concepts of awe, wonder, mystery
and radical amazement belong to him
and not to Buber - Buber only warns
that we should take care, that we can
allow ourselves to be taken over by the
mystery and that such `ecstasy', spiritual knowledge, can remove us from
the here and now, which is all that
needs to concern us.
`Many readers have difficulty in
finding the uniquely Jewish elements
in Buber's work,' writes Silberstein,

quoting particularly Buber's great opponent, Gershom Scholem. Did Buber,
he asks, evolve beyond the limited category of `Jew'? But Heschel, too,
found himself attracted to seek God in
the writings of Christians, especially
Kierkegaard. `1 was surprised to find
that most of his thoughts were familiar

to me:

A Passion for Truth is

Heschel's exciting exploration of the
similarities and differences between
Kierkegaard and that haunting figure,
Menachem Mendel, Rabbi of Kotzk. It
is easy but misleading to undermine
Buber's Jewish understanding and
teaching. His challenge lies in his lib-

eralism and at a time when we most
have need of it.
This in fact is the excitement of the
search for spirituality. It is an authentic
Jewish approach to God, which is desperately necessary in our Jewish
communities. Over and over again we
find that Jews seek other religious traditions because they do not believe that
it is possible to find the spirituality
which they crave in the Jewish world.
What a terrible situation and how much
all these books do to suggest that it is
by no means inevitable.
RABBI JEFFREY NEWMAN J.s a g/.fld!/cr/c
Of Ox.ford University and Leo Baeck College.
He has been Rabbi Of Finchley Reform Syna~
gogue `/.or twenty years and is presenl[,v working
al developing Rabbinic ln-Service TI.aining a[
Leo Baeck College.
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GOD
- SOMEONE, SOMETHING
OR NOTHING?
Howard Cooper
ln the old days all roads led
To God and his name, somehow.
We are not pious.
We remain in [he Profane,
And where God once s[ood now
sfands: Melancholy.
Gershoii. ScholemtJJ

vengeance. American Christian fundamentalism is a mass movement of
immense political significance, with an
apocalyptic wing which includes military and charismatic messianic cults.
Pentecostalism is the fastest-growing
religious movement in the world, spiritually aggressive and increasingly

say that modem life is defined by
IT its
IS losses:
PERHAPS
the Darwinian
A TRUISM
discovery
TO
that we are wholly a part of the animal
kingdom; the failing grip on our

politically assertive. It is growing faster
than radical Islam and claims 400 mil-

allegiances of political traditions and
visions, the collapse of Marxism being
only the latest`blow to Utopian hopes
for human perfectibility; the loss of

Militant extremist Islamic movements may be only a minority

belief that we live in a world governed
by divine providence and unerring
revealed truths; the bewildering
disclosure, provoked by Freud, that we
are not even master or mistress of our
own thoughts. Disorientated by these
body-blows to our old certainties, what
vision of the world can now have
authority over us? So runs our
commonplace liberal lament.
Religious belief, it is mourned, has
been unable to withstand the combined
intellectual and emotional assaults occasioned by phenomena such as: the
rise of Biblical criticism (which recognised the human elements within
sacred texts); the post-Enlightenment
challenges of living in societies increasingly open to secularism; the

fragmentation of traditional community
and
family
life,
with
a
corresponding growth in individualism; and -for Jews particularly -the
crematoria of Auschwitz. Modernity,
it is alleged, has rendered religious belief a naive and irrelevant sham.
And yet such humanist disenchantment seems to be only one strand in

our contemporary story. For as our tortured century comes towards its end,
we see that in many ways religion, far
from decreasing in authority, is back and often back, literally, with a
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lion adherents, one out of every four
Christians.t2t

phenomenon within the general worldwide renaissance of Islam, just as
militant Baruch Goldstein-style Judaism may only be at the perverse end of
Jewish fundamentalism. And the revival and growth of Jewish orthodoxy
may be dwarfed numerically by the
conversion-rate to Islam. But it is clear
that something is going on here which
is radically other than our conventional

picture of growing disillusionment
with traditional religious belief. Far
from our century seeing growing
secularisation and alienation from reli-

gious dogma, we seem to be in the
midst of a boom-time for monotheism.
Within this larger context, our own
middle-of-the-road Progressive Jewish
religious striving seems almost an
anachronism. We may be gratified to
read that Progressive Judaism in this
country is growing faster than the
United Synagogue but we are talking
in hundreds here not millions. And
anyway we know that the fastest-

growing sectors of Anglo-Jewry are
those re-immersing people in an uncompromising

}/;.c7dz.sfekez./ hostile to

go)/r.scfee culture - indeed for whom
goj/!.scAe culture is a contradiction in
terms.

As for the Church of England,
fraught by debates over homosexuality
and the ordination of women, their
numbers seem in terminal decline. And

Catholicism, at least with the present
Pope, is transfixed by a crisis of authority.

When religious authoritarianism and
fundamentalism appear to have such
universal appeal, religious moderates
may seem increasingly like beleaguered seals floundering, once the tide
has turned. What can we safely believe, we who are caught between the
desacrilising and demythologising assaults of modernity and the seductive
certainties of old-time and born-again
religion?
All we have gained then by our
unbeliof
[s a life Of doubt diversified by faith
For one of faith diversifiied by doub[
We call [he chessboard white -we
call if black.

Robert Brownind3J

Two recently published books have
prompted these thoughts. The first, the
Reverend Anthony Freeman's Goc7 z.#
Us: A Case for Christian Humanism
(SCM Press, London 1993, pp87
£5.95pb) led to his dismissal last year
from his Anglican vicar's post. The

second, by the Bishop of Oxford,
Richard Harries and crisply entitled
7lrfee j3ecz/ Goc7 (Mowbray, London,

1994, pp96, £6.99pb) is a direct response to Freeman's. Both are
statements of personal religious conviction and both raise questions
relevant to Jewish belief.
At the heart of Freeman's book is
his conversion from a liberal Christian

position to what he calls `radical' or
`open' Christian belief: `Only when I

had accepted that "I do not believe in
God", my old God, was I free to discover how with integrity I could still
say "I believe in God", understood jn a
new way.'
What is the difference between these
two beliefs? Having never been able to
believe in `a supernatural all-powerful
interventionist God'. a hallmark of tra-
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ditional religious faith, he had opted
for the liberal belief.that God works in
and through the natural order, including ourselves: `It is easier to imagine
God's affecting my actions than to imagine his acting directly on the physical
world.' But this still required a belief
in `an objective personal God', somehow `out there' even if experienced
within ourselves.
His new strategy requires an acceptance that the phenomenon we call
religion -religious beliefs, texts, doctrines, rituals and institutions - is a
`purely human creation ... religious

language is a human attempt to make
sense of the human predicament.' So
what is the God that Freeman now believes in?

Instead of the word `God' referring
to a Someone/something existing inde-

pendently of human beings, the term
God is now applied `to the sum of all
my values and ideals in life.' This involves a subtle but fundamental shift
in perspective.
Previously, human ideals were pro-

years, the Progressive Jewish liturgy in
this country, in its various new formats
for Shabbat and festivals, has increasingly attempted to find a contemporary
language for prayer in the vernacular.
But whatever concessions have been
made towards inclusive, gender-free
language and whatever gestures have
been made towards incorporating a

wider range of imagery for God - including non-transcendent metaphors,
like `Source of Life' and overtly feminine terminology like

`Sfee4fez.#afe ' or

Biblical references to God as mother such adaptations to contemporary
concerns may be politically, psychologically and even spiritually liberating

for many, enabling more people to feel
more comfortable with the language of
prayer and yet still be profoundly beside the point.
For the point is not primarily the
language we use to express the inex-

jected onto an external being. Now,
Freeman's new God-image takes human values such as goodness, wisdom,
compassion, lovingkindness and uses
them as guidance and touchstones in
life, yet without requiring an external
deity to hang them on. So Freeman can

pressible - as important as that
consideration is - but to what do we
actually believe we are praying? Is
there something there, or not? Is there
something other than us, more than us,
bigger than us? Something that we
don't only create and relate to from
inside ourselves but something/Someone out there? Underlying both these
books is a question much Jewish theology fails to address: who has created

still say `1 do believe in God' but he

whom?

now adds `and one of the things I believe about God is that he does not
exist.' This is the paradox at the heart of
his non-theistic Christian humanism.
As might be expected, the Bishop of
Oxford has little sympathy for this.
Nevertheless, he concedes that `the

Such an irreverent question subverts
both traditional and Progressive Jewish theistic faith. It creates an anxiety.
What happens to Judaism, tradition,
ritual, prayer, morality if God is our
creation? The challenge is clear -can
we create a post-theistic Jewish faith?
Or does our choice have to be theism
or atheism, God-given morality or anarchy?
Richard Harries is a sophisticated
and articulate defender of humane,
open-minded, non-oppressive, ques-

case against ... a wise and loving God
behind this universe is a strong one

that needs to be taken with the utmost
seriousness.' So too, he suggests, does
the growing conviction that some of
the traditional ways of talking about
God can feel oppressive: not only -for
women and also f`or men - the
masculinist imagery of the liturgy but
also images, for example of kingship,
which may jar with our modern sensibilities. Instead of these, he advocates
that people follow his own example: `1
took to other pictures and metaphors to

draw my heart to God, ones that have
moral and spiritual appeal today.'
Some of these images, culled from the
tradition, describe a God `whose qualities are as feminine as they are
masculine.'

This search within the tradition for
images of God which speak more directly to our modem experience is
familiar territory. In the last twenty
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tioning,

pluralistic

religious

belief.

What he cannot assent to is the radical
scepticism about absolute truths and
meaning which underpins Freeman's
liberated faith. Just as the circumference of a circle exists outside its centre,
so, for Harries, the real God exists beyond us.

As a spokesman for what could be
called traditional-liberal Christian belief, Harries is really taking up arms

against the radical Christian outlook of
the so-called `Sea of Faith' group associated with Don Cupitt of Cambridge
who has been dubbed `the atheist
priest'. Ideas which are commonplace
in academic circlest4' can leave the person who prays in the pew bewildered

and uncertain, craving the old certainties of a previous age of faith. Once the
traditional realist God of monotheistic
faith is called into question - the idea
that God does not exist as a separate
Being even beyond gender - the fear
felt by many is that nothing is left.
And yet this `Nothing' has an ancient and honoured pedigree within all
three monotheistic faiths. As Karen
Armstrong makes clear in her brilliant
account of the evolution of belief, A
f7j.LSJor)/ o/Goc#5', alongside normative
religious thinking there have always

been those who claimed that God is not
an objective fact. Mystics through the
ages have known and taught of God as
Nothing, as `Ez.# Sof' (literally, Without End), as a symbol for another kind
of reality, as a subjective experience to
be approached through and created by
the imagination.
Nor should we ignore Martin
Buber's vital, reconciling insight that

God is both subjectively brought into
being and objectively encountered, primarily through our relationship with
other human beings.
`Halakhah pTescTtoes, aggadah sug-

giests., halakhah dec,Tees, aggadah
inspires;

4cz/czkAcrA

is

aggadah .is iAlustve ...

definite,

Halakhah

without crggcrc/cz4 is dead ...

Abraham Joshua Heschelt6l

Mystics have always fought a losing
battle: how do you express in language
that which is beyond language? How
do you experience -and communicate
to others - the Reality that is beyond
appropriation by the human mind? Stories, poetry, music, dancing, drama,
painting, sculpture have all been used
by the mystically inclined to express
the human spirit in its dialogue with
the Spirit which animates existence.
Such forms of self-expression -traditionally called czggczdofe - require
intelligence, self-discipline, self-criti-

cism. This guards against the perennial
threats to mature religion: self-indul-

gence, false emotionalism, projection
of our fears and needs.
The existential human craving for
meaning, security, certainty, a sense of
belonging leads millions to forms of
fundamentalism which offer these consolations. These almost irresistible

forms of comfort and hope are unavailable
in
any
pure
form
to
Progressive Jews. But we tend to create
our own
versions:
mission
statements, fixed forms of service, the
spiritless agenda of committee meetings. Perhaps God is in the detail -or
is it the devil?

Continued on next page
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Judaism, we are conventionally told,
is a religion of action rather than belief. f7cz/cz4fecrfe defines our Jewishness.

What is prescribed and proscribed creates a framework for Jewish living. In
our own way, we Progressive Jews go
along with this tendency to give
priority to the pursuit offecz/czkfeczfe. But,

in doing so, perhaps we are in danger
of only living a half-truth. For, as the
mystics knew and as our spiritually
searching inner selves also feel in
whatever clear or distorted a form, it is
czggedczfe which feeds the soul. With-

From Eve to Esther
Rabbinic Reconstructi,ons Of
Bi,blicalwomen
Leila Leah Bronner
Biblical women reclaimed with contemporary midrash can become paradigms
for modern lives.

paper

£14.95

out czggczc7c[fe religion dies. Without

czggedczfe those who know all the answers run riot.
If we, as Israel, are the people who
wrestle with God, then we renege on
our destiny when we fail to renew this

struggle - the struggle for new forms
to express God, describe God, re-form
God. Perhaps our reluctance to forego
the security of our dependence on fecz/czkfeafe for our self-definition is that we

know that this struggling with God will
leave us,like Jacob, wounded. We will
not be whole, we will not be healed,
we will feel strained and constrained
by the inadequacies of language, by the
failure to resolve mysteries, by the im-

The Classics of Judaism
A Teutbook and Recrder
Jacob Neusner
Introduces the reader to selections firom
all the documents of the Torah.

paper

£22.50

neu) books from, WJK Press
distributed in UK/Europe by

SCM PRESS LTD

possibility of removing doubts, by the
inevitability of uncertainties remaining.
Yet if fecz/cz4feczfe is the language of

Jews striving for God, czggedczfe is the

language of God striving to speak
within us. In our creativity - in our
sharing of fantasy, imagination, playfulness, paradox -we shelter under the
wings of God, protecting ourselves
from the Nothing of Being by being
nothing other than ourselves.
I) quoted in Robert Alter,

Ivecesscz/.y A#-

gels: TI.adifion and Modernity in Kafka,
Belrf amin and Scholem, (Herrvirld Uri\-

uEArmIN
PAPER CO. LTD

versity Press,1991), plo

2)

c[.Ha.Ivey c,ox` `Pen[acostalism and the

Fufure of Chris[ianity'` T.\kkun, Vof 9
No.6, November/December 1994

3) from .Bishop Blougram's Apology'
4) For the then Bishop of woolwich to state,
in print, that he could no longer subscribe
to the old-style personal God `out there',
caused an uproar. Contemporary Jewish
theologians who have questioned theistic
belief, like Mordecai Kaplan and Richard
Rubenstein, tend to be marginalised
rather than anathematised
S) KaLTen AL:rmstrong,

A Hisfol.y Of God,

MANUFACTURERS OF

PARTY GOODS
CARNIVAL NOVELTIES

& PAPER KAPELS

WHOLESALE & EXPORT
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(Heinemann,1993)
6) Abraham Joshua Heschel, GocJ J.# Sec]/.c/I

o/ A4c!#, (Harper & Row, New York,
1966), pp336u7
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THE CURE
Theresa Turk
walking down the High Street last

IMET
JACK
GOLDBERG
Thursday.
His wife,
Esther, had
been a bustling, cake-baking pillar of
the Ladies' Guild, despite several years
of increasing pain and stiffness from
an osteo-arthritic hip. She had tried all
the chemist had to suggest, been
through more prescriptions from me
than I cared to remember, as well as
the local physiotherapy department.
She had paid for an osteopath and an
acupuncturist and had gone on getting
worse. The obvious answer was a hip
replacement operation. Experience

over the years had proved what a safe,
satisfactory procedure this was. She
was so incapacitated that I did not
hesitate to contact the orthopaedic

surgeon to bring forward Esther's
name on his long waiting list.
It is senseless to suggest that anything in life can be relied upon one

hundred per cent. Esther's surgery was
pronounced a success. But she refused
to use her new hip, complained of unsteadiness and reverted to a helpless,
childlike dependence on her elderly
husband. A young hospital doctor, who
felt obliged to offer a diagnosis, sug-

gested that she might have suffered a
stroke of some sort, perhaps under the
anaesthetic. It was never substantiated.
It helped nobody and increased doubt
and distrust. Esther had undergone a
personality change. She spent a lot of
time in different Out Patients departments but things remained the same. I
attempted some counse]ling with her
about her changed attitude to life but
she did not respond and after a fruitless
attempt to get the over-burdened psychotherapy staff at the hospital
interested in a seventy-six year-old
woman, I gave up.
``How's Esther?", I said. I had been

their General Practitioner for years.
Jacklookedabitsheepish."Youmight
be mad at me," he replied, "and you'll

probably ]angh. My daughter Sonia's
mother-in-law more or less insisted we
saw some kind of homeopath friend of
hers.He'sgivenEstheraloadofpil]sthree or four different sorts, to be taken
one, two, or three at a time, before,
after and even between meals. Well,
it's a miracle - she's only been on
them a few days and she.s so much

better. No, the walking's no different.
But her old spirit is coming back and I
can persuade her to help herself a bit
and not shout for me if she needs a
hankie or her shoelace tied up. Yes,
and Sonia's mother-in-law had this terrible rash. None of the specialists did
anything except take her money and
after starting these tablets, Sonia says
there's hardly any of the red bumps
left. No, since you ask, Sonia hasn't
actually seen her undressed or seen the
rash -it was on her body somewhere."
I agreed with Jack that if anything
helped one should certainly go on with
it. I agreed, too, that it would not do
her any harm, although the fact is that
harmlessness alone is not enough. The
stuff should actually do you good. I
murmured, as I moved into Sainsbury's, that he was lucky the
homeopath had not been called in for
his prostate and admitted to myselfthat
this was the psychotherapy which Esther should have had and it really did
not matter where she got it. I suppose I
resented the magic and Jack's ill-concealed pleasure at discomfiting the
medical profession, who, like homeo-

paths, butchers and bakers, come in
varying degrees of compassion and
ability.

All one needs, I went on in my mind,
inadvertently crushing the grapes in
my trolley under the pickled cucumber

jars, is to understand human nature.
Who cares about diplomas? In my
mother's `s4/ef/' in Poland, there was a

/e/dsAer', a sort of apothecary who
had served an apprenticeship and
gained experience at the bedside,
"hands-on" as they say now. When

these people were good, they were very

good. My mother well remembered the
respect everybody had for him and his
medicine box. Even when she had the
whooping cough so badly, she had
managed to enjoy the process of cupping, an honoured procedure since
bib]ica] times, used until not that long
ago all over Europe and still done in
third world countries. It was a form of
counter-irritation, acting ]ike\ a hot
poultice for pain, of the pleurisy `which,
in my mother's case, had followed the

whooping cough and for backache, fibrositis, sprainedjoints and so on. The

/e/dsfeer would wan a small round
tumbler to create a vacuum and it
would then adhere to the skin. He
would stick several on to the painful

part. When they were removed, they
left a raised blistery area, which was
warm and soothing. In addition, the

/e/dsfeer had a strategy for dealing with
a difficult diagnosis, or any failure to

respond to his well-tried preparations.
He would syringe the patient's ears
and produce a nasty piece of reddish
brown material, which he claimed had
been retained in those orifices and the
removal of which would hasten recovCry. He was a member of the sfz.eb/

frequented by my grandfather, to whom
he confided in a brotherly moment that
the disgusting morsel was a piece of
old, raw chicken liver which he carried
around for the purpose and kept up his
sleeve until the appropriate moment.
By far the most successful case in
his career must have been that of my
mother's elder sister, then about seventeen.
Leah had been plump,
rosy-cheeked and black-eyed and she
and the son of the S:fecz"mas, the beadle, had been exchanging loving
glances and perhaps more for a few
months. When these feelings became
evident to the Sfecrmmas, he made it

quite clear that Leah, whose #czcJda# or
marriage portion would have been on
the very small side, was not his idea of
a suitable daughter-in-law. An embargo was placed on further meetings.
Leah drooped around the house and
wept, lost her appetite and a lot of
weight and her monthly periods
stopped. Finally the /e/cJs%er was sent
for. He took one look. He had never
heard the term "anorexia nervosa", the
cardinal symptoms of which are those
exhibited by Leah, announced that
what
she
needed
was
another
`cfeooscz7! ' and they should call for ur-

gent assistance from the Scfeodc4cz#.

My uncle Yosef was procured - he
must have been that week's loss leader
and Leah regained her pinkness and
plumpness and her periods and started
a long career in baby production.
As I squeezed along the check-out,
Jack came over to give me a hand with
one of my plastic bags, which was beginning to split. "Hope you didn't mind
about Esther and the tablets," he said,
"you've done your best and we do appreciate it but it was a specialist we
needed." Through gritted teeth, I re-

plied, "What you needed was a

/e/c7sfeer - ever heard of them?" He
grinned. "Why, that's exactly what Sonia's mother-in-law said to us. By the
way, do you know where she met this
fe]]ow, who is such a genius?" "In
sfooo/, one yon roy, I daresay," I answered. "You're absolutely right," said
Jack. "How did you know?"I
DR THERESA TURK focIJ 6ee# i.n ge#e/.cI/
practice for over twenty-`fiive years. Mar).led,
with two sons and three grandchildren, sl.e
lives on Manna Wood Farm in Suffolk and is a
regular contributor to MANNA.
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HOW THE JE\AV

FOUGHT

Asher Tropp

pointed out that two separate wars were
taking place which

To:fE::F:sFe:held::f:t:A:::::b¥ynE€Re&:O:1o¥r

"since 1939 proceeded side by side,

the liberation of the camps and for the

one hardly aj:fiec[ing the other. While

growing realisation that our very worst

the armies of lhe democracies were

fears about the fate of European Jewry
were far outstripped by the terrible

of her sf ruggle proceeded wifh even

reality. For the Jewish people, 1945

was not a year for celebrating victory
but one of dark mourning. In essence
two wars were concluded in 1945.
Richard Bolchover in his recent book

locked in baf[le with the Nazis, the

gi.eater ferocity, a struggle in which
(he weapons were all on one side. Bui
I his lal[er was in soine ways almost

an independent affair, barely touch-

British Jewry and the Holocaust ha;s

ing the fhoughfs and aclions Of lhe
democracies engaged in {haf struggle
with the same assai[anl."

recovered an editorial in 7lf!e /ewj.s4
S/cz#dczrd of 8 September 1944 which

This latter struggle was the Holocaust as it has since been labelled. Our
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Jewish preoccupation with this terrible
defeat is one which I share to the full.

The need to comprehend the facts and
the chain of causation is a continuing
and even growing one. The flood of
new research and the opening of East
European archives have, if anything,
made the Holocaust even darker and
more dreadful.
But the first war and the contribution which Jews made to the military
defeat of Nazi Germany and her allies
also remain worthy of study. And this
task is also of some difficulty. In December 1944, Lord Strabolgi, a Labour
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peer, wrote "I am responsible for the
grim statement that the best-kept secret
of the war has been the military exploits of Jewish fighting men in the
British armed forces." Fifty years later
this statement is not only still true but
must also be extended to the armed
forces of all the Allies. There are some
obvious reasons for the paucity of
information. Even when military authorities collect information on the
"religious" background of enlisted men

and women, they regard such information as completely confidentia]. Jewish
soldiers, sailors and airmen might well
have felt that a record of their religion
on an identity disc would expose them
to ill-treatment or death. In Eastern

Europe efforts were even made to concea] the role of Jews in the armed
forces, especially when Jews were later
pilloried as cowards or "rootless cosmopolitans".
It
is
certain that more than
1,5000,000 Jewish men and many
women fought in the armed forces of the
anti-fascist amance and that their contribution to victory was a substantial one.
There are two additional groups
which more than deserve mention. The
first was composed of the large number
of Jewish `premature anti-Fascists'
who fought in the defence of the Spanish Republic. The first detailed study
of these, by Arno Lustiger, appeared as
late as 1989 and there is an impressive
summary article in the Leo Bacck yecr;Book of 1990. Lustiger estimates conservativelythat6,000orapproximately
15% of the International Brigade were
Jewish. Some fourteen of the most senior officers in the defence of the
Spanish Republic were Jews. Lustiger
wrote that "almost all of them have
been systematically obliterated from

public awareness and memory, either
because they were murdered by Sta]in's henchmen or because their names
disappeared into the black hole of repressed Jewish identity."

The second group were those who
fought the Germans and their allies as
partisans, ghetto fighters, or in armed
resistance in camps or in other activities like aiding allied prisoners of war
to escape. The story of armed Jewish
resistance in Nazi Europe has only
slowly and painfully been brought to
light. The reality was much more com-

plicated than the picture of a passive
Jewry waiting to go as `lambs to the
slaughter'. There were serious obstaL
cles to Jewish armed resistance notably a lack of arms and of armed
support or even encouragement from
the allies. Younger Jews had the ago-

nising choice of remaining with their
families or communities to offer what
support they could or to `desert' into
the partisan movement. In many countries of Eastern Europe the peasants on whom the partisans had to rely for
food and information - were bitterly
anti-Semitic as were some of the nonJewish partisan groups. Differences of
strategy were also a cause of conflict.
Jewish partisan groups often wanted
immediate revenge for their families.
Partisan groups, under the control of
theirgovemment,werewimngtoawait
orders to destroy communications. In
spite of these and other problems, Jewish partisan activities were widespread
throughout Europe. Reuben Ainsztein
estimates that, in the second half of
1943, there were 20,000 Jewish partisans in the Polish-Soviet borderlands.
As only some 250,000 Jews remained
alive in this vast area, the percentage
of Jewish partisans was very high indeed. In many partisan groups they
formed an iron core of fighters. Of the
2,100 Slovak partisans killed in action,
269 were Jews. In Italy, where anti-

Semitism was of little importance
among the people, Jewish partisans
were of extreme importance. Sergio
Forti, a twenty-four year old Jew from
Trieste, was posthumously awarded the
Gold Medal of the Resistance. A group
of partisans led by a twenty-four year
old Jewish girl, Rita Rosani, was ambushed and their leader shot in cold
blood. It would be possible to give a
long list of names and events but one
more will have to suffice. Franco
Cesana, the youngest partisan in Italy
and proba6ly in Europe lies t>uried in
the Jewish cemetery in Bologna. He
was killed in action with his group
shortly before his thirteenth birthday.
He was posthumously awarded the
Bronze Medal of the Resistance and

gazetted Lieutenant.
The first Jews to face the Nazi terror
were those of Germany and Austria.
By the declaration of war, thousands
of refugees from these countries were
living in Britain. The sorry story of
their internment, after the fall of
France, has been told many times.
Later, about 6,000 were released tojoin
the British Army. At first they were
confined to the Auxiliary Pioneer
Corps but, after 1943, they were allowed
to
volunteer
for
the
Commandos, the Parachute Regiments,
the Infantry, the Royal Armoured
Corps, the Royal Artillery and Intelli-

gence. They were encouraged, even
ordered, to take English names to avoid
the risk of execution by the Nazis if

captured. It is estimated that they were
awarded six MCs, three DCMs, ten
MMs and 23 other decorations. A brief
reference in the Amerz.c¢# /ewz.sfe yecrr
Book Vol 42 stated that "in January
1940 there were at least 60,000 Jews,
half of them refugees serving with the

(French) armed forces." In America,
refugees were refused admission to the
armed forces for over a year after Pearl
Harbour. Once this ban was lifted, the
male refugees volunteered for the US
forces in the same proportion as the
male population of the country. To se]ect just one name among many,
Sergeant Richard F. Stern, a refugee
living in New York, had been awarded
the German Iron Cross in the First
World War. Attached to a unit of combat engineers he was, at the age of 45,
awarded the American Silver Star. German and Austrian refugees in other
allied countries generally found it difficult to enlist but when restrictions
were lifted they were usually, at first,
limited to Labour companies (Ploneers). In Australia, for example, when
refugees were given the chance to join
Special Employment Companies, some
1800 volunteered.

It was Poland and Polish Jewry
which took the full impact of Nazi barbarism. In the invasion of Poland, in
]939, sixty thousand Polish soldiers

were killed and 649,000 made prisoners of war. It js not known what

proportion of these were Jewish. Martin Gilbert reports that, as late as
November 1943, five thousand Jewish
prisoners of war, who had been held in
Lublin since October 1939, were killed
by the Nazis. Another 217,000 Polish
soldiers were taken prisoner by the
Russians and again we have no idea
what proportion were Jewish. Some

300,000 Jews fled from German-occupied Poland to Russian-occupied
Poland and others, like their non-Jewish comrades, managed to escape to
Canada, Britain or France where they
volunteered for the Polish Armed
Forces in exile. Those who could not
escape faced imprisonment and forced
labour. Some fared far worse. In the
Katyn massacre of some 15,000 Polish
officers about 700 to 800 were Jews,

among them the Chief Rabbi of the
Polish Army, Major Baruch Steinberg.
After the Nazi invasion of Russia,
the Polish prisoners were released and,
under General Anders, were allowed
to form a corps which eventually
moved south to Iran, the Middle East
and Italy. Some Polish Jews had already been conscripted into the Red

Continued on next page
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Army and, like many non-Jewish
Poles, chose to stay. The Soviets were
reluctant to allow Jews, Ukranians and
White Russians from lands occupied
by them in 1939 to join the Polish
Army. In spite of this, a large number
of Jews enrolled in the Polish Corps
and some Polish military units consisted of as many as 30 to 40°/o Jews. It
is true that, once the Polish Army got
to the Middle East, many Jewish soldiers took the chance of deserting to
join the separate Palestinian Jewish
Battalions, or Jewish underground
groups like the f7crgcz#crfe or /rgff# Z`;e;.
4ei/#7j.. It has been shown that the
Polish military authorities encouraged
such `desertion'. Many saw the solution to the `Jewish problem' in Poland
as mass emigration while some also
sympathised with the Jewish desire to
have their own `homeland'. Others remained in the Polish Army and it has
been estimated that there were 838
known Jewish soldiers in the Second
Corps, including ]32 officers. There
were many more soldiers of Jewish ori-

gin who, for reasons of their own,
concealed their identity. Another estimate put the number of Jewish soldiers
in the Second Corps at around 2,000.
Thirty-five named Jewish soldiers
were killed during the Second Corps'
Italian campaign of whom eighteen
died in the battle of Monte Cassino.
Those Jews who stayed in Russia,
either through choice or lack of permission to leave, remained in the Red
Army or, from May 1943, joined the
First Polish Army under LieutenantGeneral Zygmunt Berling. It is
estimated that about 12,000 Jews
served in this army, some 12°/o of the
total. They joined the attack on the
Germans in October 1943, taking
heavy casualties both at Lenino and in
an attempt to cross the Vistula and relieve the final Warsaw uprising in the
Summer of 1944. Also, some 350 Jews

from a labour camp who were liberated in the first stage of the uprising

vision which fought at the Battle of the
Falaise Gap and in the Low Countries.
They were also in the first Polish Inde-

Tommy Gould and Arthur Aaron,
sixty-six MCs, seventy-three MMs and
many other decorations. Among those

pendent Parachute Brigade at Arnhem.
Nine were awarded the Virtuti Militari
for heroism on the field of battle.
A kindred story is that of the Lithuanian Jews. On the eve of the German
invasion, the Soviet authorities ex-

killed were Brigadier General F H
Kisch CB, DSO, Chief Engineer of the
Eighth Army and Major Lionel
Wigram, the pioneer of "Battle Drill"
and Commandant of the First Divisional Battle School. "Associated"
with the British Jews were those of
Palestine. More than 30,000joined the
various formations and 700 were
killed. They served in Libya, Eritrea,
Ethiopia, Greece and Syria. Many were
captured after the retreat of the British
forces from Greece. Other Palestinian
Jews joined the Free Czech, Greek or
French units garrisoned in the Middle
East. The Jewish Infantry Brigade was
formed late in the war. It fought in
Italy and its members won four MCs,
seven MMs and other decorations. It
was only "official" armed Jewish formation which was able to help its
fellow Jews in the later stages and after
the end of the war.
Jews from the Dominions and Colonies also played a major part in the
war. Around 17,000 Canadian Jews
served in the Armed Forces and of
these 421 lost their lives and around
2,000 received military awards. Over
10,000 South African Jews served, of
whom 357 lost their lives, while 237
received military awards. From Australia came 3,872 of whom 134 died in
service and 37 were decorated. These
figures are certainly an under-estimate.
In Western Australia, where complete
figures are available, about 16% of the
Jewish male population were in the
forces. From the small community of
Zimbabwe, by November 1939, 620/o
of male British subjects of Jewish ori-

pelled some 7,000 Jews to Siberia and
another 14,000 to 15,000 were able to
flee eastwards once the invasion
started. Of the 265,000 who remained,

about 95% were murdered by the Nazis or by their Lithuanian collaborators.
In late 1941, a Soviet-Lithuanian force
was established within the Red Army.
About half of its 12,000 men were
Lithuanian Jews and the Russians `indulged' the Jewish nature of the unit.
In February 1943, the unit moved into
action. More than 2,000 of its soldiers

perished in the Battle of Orel and, in
later engagements, the unit fought with
almost foolhardy bravery, winning
many decorations. The unit re-entered
Lithuania -a country now almost empty
of Jews -in the summer of 1944.
Another `refugee' division was composed of Czechoslovakians with a
majority of Jews. In 1943 it joined in
the Fourth Battle of Kharkov, taking
heavy losses. Jews were also in the
Free Czech Army which fought in
Western Europe.
Apart from an article by Chief Rabbi
Israel Brodie in the Amer!.ccz# /ewJ.sfe

yecz/. Book for 1946-7, little attention

was paid to the record of British Jews
in the Second World War until 1986,
when Henry Morris began collecting
information. His work was published

as We will remember them (London
\984) wth We will Remember them:
A# Adde#di/ffl (London 1994). Rabbi
Brodie had written that "something like

60,000 Jewish men and women had
served in the British Armed Forces, of
whom more than 14,000 were in the
Royal Air Force and I,500 in the Royal

escaped from Warsaw before or after
the ghetto revolt and now returned to

Navy." He had estimated that 1,150
had been killed or died on active service. Morris, after dedicated research,
found that there were 2,000 British
Jews who were killed or died on active

join in the final uprising. Several Jews

service. The Ac7de72di/in listed another

were decorated for bravery. Another
Polish army, under the command of
General Karol Swierczewski, fought its

400 names. After so many years and
with relatives and friends dead or out
of touch, there is no doubt that even
2,400 is an under-estimate and that
British Jews had a death rate considerably above the national average. There
was not a single action or battle in
which Jewish soldiers, sailors and airmen were not involved. The list of
honours included two VCs awarded to

joined in the doomed ef.fort, as did
some Jewish partisan groups, who had

way to Berlin. It has been estimated
that of this army around I,300 Jews
were killed in action or were `missing
without trace'. A high proportion of
those given Polish or Soviet war decorations were Jewish. Jewish soldiers
were in the Polish First Armoured Di-

30

gin aged 18-45 years had volunteered
for active service. There are no statistics available for the Indian Jews but,
in spite of obstacles put in the way of

those of Sephardi origin - similar to
the obstacles put in the way of those of
mixed European and Indian origin most established families had at least
one person serving and a few had as
many as three. The Navy was the most
popular branch among Indian Jewish
youths. Other contingents came from
New Zealand, Egypt and the countries
of the Caribbean.
Greece, after putting up an heroic
defence against the Italian Fascists,
was over-run by the Nazis shortly before the invasion of Russia. According
to statistics of the Salonika Jewish
Community,12,898 Jews, among them
343 officers, served in the Greek Army
and several hundred Jews fell in battle.
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Over 300 Jewish soldiers and 1,000
other Jews joined Greek partisan units.
Partisan units made up entirely or primari]y of Jews were set up in Salonika,
Athens and Thessaly.
I mentioned earlier the 60,000 Jews
serving in the French armed forces.
The 30,000 French citizens included
eight generals. The 30,000 "foreign"
Jews included 8,000 enlisted in the
Polish Legion and I,000 in the Czech
Legion of the Foreign Legion. After
the fall of France, those caught in German occupied France were stripped of
their military status and interned or sent
to labour camps. Most were deported
to Auschwitz in 1942. The less un fortunate, who could escape to join the
Free French forces, did so, fighting in
the conquest of Syria. Jewish volunteers in General Phi]ipe Leclerc's 2nd

Armoured Division, which grew from
the first Gau]list fighting units, were
advised to cover up their identities in
case of capture. Jews were the Division's largest contingent at the
beginning when it seized Chad on an
epic march and many took part in the
liberation of Paris in August 1944.

Other Jewish ex-soldiers from Vichy France were sent to North Africa
tojoin th Jewish ex-servicemen already
interned there. They were used as slave
labour on the Trans-Sahara railway.
With the allied landings in North Africa, after a confused and disgraceful
attempt by the ames to placate the exVichy officers and local anti-Semitism,
they were allowed to join the Free
French forces, although some preferred
to join the British 8th Army or the
American Army. French Jews, from
North Africa, served with the SAS
fighting behind German lines in France
and Holland. Jews, especially those
with military experience, played an acfive part in the French Resistance.
Henri Michel, himself a non-Jew, esti-

mated

that

25%

of the

Jewish

community was involved in resistance
work. To quote him: "Often, French of
Jewish religion or origin were the creators and leaders of Maquis operations,
organising supply drops and sea landings of agents ... They commanded
resistance networks and represented
Free France." During tlie North African invasion, Operation Torch, a group
of underground fighters, including several hundred Jews, seized the principal
public buildings in Algiers at the moment of landing.

The most elaborate attempt to record
Jewish war service was made by the
American Jewish community, where a
Bureau of War Records was set up in

1943. The findings were that 550,000
men and women of the Jewish faith
served in the armed forces of the USA
in the course of the war. Population
studies completed in twenty representative cities demonstrated that the

proportion of Jews in uniform was at
least equal to and in a number of cases
was higher than the general population. Nearly 7,500 Jews were killed or
died in service while twenty-one Jews
attained senior rank including six rna-

jor generals and four admirals or
commodores. Among those kj]led in
action was Major General Maurice
Rose, Commander of the Third Armoured Division. He was a career soldier
and had been decorated twice in the
First World War and three times in the
second. His Division was the first to
enter Cologne, having covered 101

miles in one day - a record for an armoured division. Lieutenant Raymond
Zussman of the US Army Tank Corps
was posthumously awarded the Congressional Medal of`Honour. His father
had been a soldier in the Russian Army
in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5.
There are considerable difficulties
in ascertaining the Jewish contribution
to the Soviet forces. The Communists,
following Leninist and Stalinist doctrines, were unwilling to accept the
Jews as a "national group" and mentioned,

with

pride,

all

`.national"

origins except "Jewish". The first reliable estimate was made by the Soviet
Jewish statistician, Yakov Kantor, as
late as 1963 and Reuben Ainsztein enlarged on his work in Lione] Kochan

(edD The Jews in Soviet Rtissia since
/9/7 (1972). According to these esti~
mates nearly half a million Jews served
in the Soviet Armed Forces and, because of their higher level of education,
there was a high proportion of officers
amongst them with a consequently
higher casualty rate. Of the half a million, some 200,000 were killed in
action. In spite of the reluctance to
decorate those with obviously "Jewish" names, some ]21 Jews were
awarded the highest Soviet military
decoration of "Hero of` the Soviet Union". Among senior Jewish officers
was Air Force Marshal
Yakov
Smushkevich, twice Hero of the Soviet
Union. Major General Kreyser, commanding the First Moscow Motorised
Rifle Division was, in June 1944, the

first Army General to halt the attack of
the Panzer Army. A German military
commentator has written that "in the
battle on the Beresina River the German infantryman was faced with his
first ordeal of the war in the East."

Lieutenant General Hirsch D. Plaskov,
who received his first schooling in a
Minsk 4ec7er and )/esAz.vafe ended the
war as artillery commander of the Sec-

ond Guards Tank Army which attacked
Berlin from the west. Lieutenant Genera] Simon M Krivoshein, the son of a
Jewish watchmaker of Voronezh,
played an important part in stopping
Franco's forces at the gates of Madrid
and was commander of the first army
corps to break into Berlin.
Jewish recipients of the title Hero of
the Soviet Union also included several
women: Polina Gelman, Zina Hofman,
Lila Litvak, Rachel Zlotina. They belonged to an all-woman air regiment,
flying sma]] wooden P-2 aircraft as
night bombers or carrying supplies to
isolated Red Army units, bridgeheads
and partisans at the enemy's rear. If
Russian Jews rank so highly for bravery it was perhaps because they knew
that on Hitler's orders, Jewish prisoners of war were to be executed. It
should be noted that of the 5.7 million
Russian prisoners of war taken by the
Germans, some 580/o "died" in captivity. A more recent estimate, by a West
German historian, put the proportion
of Russian prisoners of war "dying" in
captivity at 80%. For Jewish prisoners
of war the proportion "dying" was
much greater.
There is one Red Army soldier who
epitomises, in his life and reputation,
many of the problems of Jewish soldiers in the Second World War.
General Ivan Dani]ovich Chernyakovsky was born in Uman in ]906
and entered the Red Army at the age of
eighteen. At the onset of the Russo-

German war he was Commander of a
Tank Division. He was continuously
involved in battle and was commander

of the 60th Army which liberated
Kursk and then, after the Battle of
Kursk, crossed the Dnieper. His army
liberated Kiev. He was then transferred
to the North to command the 3rd
Belorussian Army Group, being the
youngest Soviet general to reach such
a high position. Now commander of
around a mi]]ion men he was one of a
small group which planned and executed the destruction of the German
Army Group Centre. His army liberated Minsk and Vi]na and, after an
imaginative and skilful campaign, was
the first to break into East Prussia. Re-

garded even by his German enemies as
a brilliant tactician and popular with
his fellow generals, he was ki]]ed by an
enemy she]] while inspecting his troops
during the final assault in East Prussia.

Continued on next page
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The East Prussian town of lnsterburg,
where he had won his greatest victory,
was renamed Chernyakhovsk in his
honour.
While Chernyakovsky was regarded
as a Jew by many Red Army soldiers,
by several foreign correspondents writing from Moscow during the war and
by Israeli publications, including the

Encyclopaedia

Judaica,

Rehoer\

Ainsztein did not include his name in

his list of Red Army generals as he was
unable to find confirmation of his Jewish origin. It was Zeev Ben-Shlomo,

The Jewish Chronicle exped on Eastern Europe, who pointed out that, while
the Soviet authorities had attempted to
conceal Chernyakovsky's origin, the
Soviet Jewish author andjournalist llya
Ehrenburg, in his memoirs of the war,
had left a clear hint as to Chernyakovsky's origin - and even his
attitude towards his "Jewishness".
Ehrenburg
describes
meeting
Chernyakovsky at Kursk and describes
him as "impulsive, gay and tall". Re-

citing
poetry
to
Ehrenburg,
Chernyakovsky said "an old man in
Uman told me long ago that King
David wrote psalms and paid homage
to the frogs because they croak so wonderfully - that's poetry too." The
reference is to a A4!.drczsfej.c story, to be

found, for example, in Louis Ginz-

berg's compendium on Lege#c7s o//Ae

million non-Jewish Poles from extinc-

Bz.b/e, p545. It is possible that a nonJewish child in the Ukraine during the

tion or Poland from being handed over
to the Communists.
Because I do not believe that even
my sketchy history - or even a much
needed and more scholarly account can be completely objective, I must
explain why I have written this article.
It is not to show that Jews were as
brave or skilful as non-Jews. That
should not be necessary. Neither is it to
answer any anti-Semites, who are unlikely to read this article. Experience
of war-time or even later writing shows
that what is "bravery" for one's own
side is "fanaticism" for one's enemy. I
have written this article for a Jewish

First World War or Civil War might
have listened attentively to A4j.drczsAz.c

stories from a local feeder teacher. It is

possible that llya Ehrenburg, who had
become a close friend, made up the
story. It seems most likely that Chernyakovsky told the story to indicate both
their common Jewishness and also,

perhaps, (for this is the meaning of the
story) that he was conscious that some
of his fellow generals regarded him,
not without some justification, as immodest.
There are many countries which I
have not mentioned. There are very
many Jewish heroes and heroines. I
hope that I have written sufficiently to
show that those of the Jewish people
who could fight back against Hitler did
so with courage and resourcefulness. It
is true that the war was fought under
the command of the allied governments which put the saving of the
Jewish people a very poor second to
winning the war with Germany. Some
have drawn the conclusion that, if the
Jewish state had been in existence,
more of European Jewry could have
been saved. Perhaps so but it should be
remembered that the Polish Government in exile was unable to save three

journal in memory of those who fought
fifty years ago and for younger Jews,
to give them a very brief account of
what a previous generation did to defeat the greatest enemy of both the
Jewish people and the whole of the
human race. Many died in the war to
defeat Hitler and should be remembered with their non-Jewish comrades
and with those, Jewish and non-Jewish, who were murdered by the Nazisl
ASHER TROPP J.s Emcrf.f!/s Pro/essor c)/.Sociology at the University Of Surrey. Alnong his
pwb/!.cc7/I.oHs crre Jews in the Professions in
Great Britain 1891-1991. (The Maccabeans,

\99\). He and his wife are members o.i tile
Liberal Jewish Synagogue.
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William Wolff

in the Anglo-Jewish community. It will
speed the withering away of the United
Synagogue, deprived as it now is of all
spiritual oxygen.
And it leaves the Progressive movements as the only fount of Judaism with
a modem face.
So it is to the dispossessed majority
in the dying United Synagogue that we
ought urgently to pitch our message
and our ministry.

gious life - and there has never been
any Jewish life that has not been reli-

gious - has flowered outside of Canaan,
Palestine and latterly the state of Israel.
Just one throwaway example: we
owe Simkhat Torah, Bar Mitzvah
ceremonies in their present form and
the bereavement custom of saying
Kczddz.s'fe all to mediaeval German

Jewry.
As it was in the past, so surely it is
more than likely to be in the future.
Beyond that, how much longer can
the vast majority of Israelis, with their
ignorant and arrogant cold shoulder to
Judaism, be properly described as

i:Tt.

surprises in Russia this year was
disappearance
of the
0NE the
OFfinalTHE
BIGGEST
YiddishlanguagefromtheJewishscene.
Twenty years ago one could still get
by with just a smattering of Yiddish
with many Russian Jews. This time I
met no one, young or old, who either
spoke it or had any nostalgia for it.
So today it is preserved only in some
universities as a museum piece and in
all the ultra orthodox );esfej.vof as a barrier against the English or /vrz.f culture
outside.

A sad end to one of the most warmly
and wittily used languages in the world.
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Weizman has forsaken the realism
of the charismatic airman he once was
for the delusions of one more limousine politician.

self.
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with two of Ang]o-Jewry's new mz7ch
cows -this `trust' and that `agency' -is
merely a decoy for its death, just as
"redundancy" is for the sack.
I am as sad as I am angry at this
killing through starvation, not merely

of funds but of ideology, of one of
Anglo-Jewry's greatest creations.
But I am mourning for one month
rather than eleven because I am not one
of its sons, although my sister once got
a teacher's diploma there.
My grief is strictly limited because
its passing also removes a fudge and

proclaims the end of Chief Rabbi
Sacks' bid to revive modem orthodoxy
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and lively.

For me it happened to provide the
one light break in weeks of mounting

I have also had great warmth at Bar
Mitzvah functions which cost less than
£500.

ing but sauntering around a mixed faith
bun fight. The question came from a
colleague's wife for whom I have great
respect and affection.
"It's my dog collar", I defended my-

Jews? Israelis, certainly. Jews, hardly.

phere was relaxed, the food solid and
the band, flown in fi.om Israel, folksy

sadness.

Ez::pe:n;.e:g.E:I::s|Tdoe4n?,asotl::|gsr!:
as a false prophet bawling in a selfcreated wilderness.
His increasingly irritable forecasts
that diaspora Jewry is doomed and that
any Jew wishing for a future with that
identity had better fly to Israel on the
next-but-one plane is belied by some
4, 000 years of Jewish history.
For most of that time Jewish reli-

OP:It]g:S:::¥:;#o#pb)]¥:V#a
Belgraviahotelandtheparents,Ireckon,
got no change out of £50,000.
No, it was not glitzy. The atmos-

Having neither beard nor pe);of, side
locks, how else in the mayor's parlour
and at the Lord Lieutenant's dinner -

provincial rabbis get all the perks would anyone realise I was neither the
chairman of Ditchling Parish Council
nor the governor of Lewes jail?
That is the practical reason.
The point of wearing a hat in the
street and a 4j.jxpczfe at all Jewish coffee
mornings and evening galas is political, to gain acceptance as a rabbi from
the rest of the community. They expect
their rabbis to have their heads covered.
So from all the Lubavitch rabbi's

members I keep getting "Good moming Rabbi, " and "How are you Rabbi?"
all the way to the Waitrose check-out
and back.
•t:+

But I am not one of those who decry
congregants who splash out on family
simkhahs.
For one thing, the argument that the
money would be better spent on charity
-JIA, Jewish Care, Jewish Continuity?
- is brains-in-the-clouds and eyes-inthe-sand stuff. They might indeed give
away £1,000 -and probably did. But
even if they made a pound-for-pound
contribution to a worthy cause, their
bank manager would still sleep soundly
in his suburban bed.
The reason for splashing out on this
occasion was that the boy was their
only child. No doubt they guessed that
in 15 years time or thereabouts, it
would be the parents of his bride and
not they, who would provide his next
big party.
Maybe the father also feared that he
might not be around any more.
Alas, he was right. I am about to go
to his sfez.vcr prayers.
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Does he believe the world was created 5755 years ago?

That was the year 3760 BCE - about
the time the Chinese first grew rice and
the Egyptians sailed single masted
ships down the Red Sea.
Will Sacks say yes? Will he say no?
Or will he treat us to his verbal belly

dance?I

RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF !.s mj.#z.s'fer o//Ae
Brighton and Hove Progressive Synagogue. He
has previously served as an assitant to Rabbi
Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue and
as rabbi in Newcastle on Tyne, Milton Keynes
and Reading.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of a large
audience. i?egular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.
Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library, cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to MAMA. Membership can be
on either an individual or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1995 are:
Single membership

£20.50

Family membership

£32.50

Senior citizen/student single

£16.75

Senior citizen-family

£23.75

Existing subscribers to MIAMA may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.
Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Continuing until 14th September
Phoebe Cooklin - Paintings and Works on Paper

21st September -31st October
Sally Levin-Bar
Decorative Panels and Works on Paper

Sunday lst October -8.00 pin
High Holy Day Debate

Are Scientists Playing God?
with Dr F3obert Bud, Professor Geoffrey Cantor, Dr Jerome Bavetz,
Dr Ella Solomons and Babbi Julia Neuberger in the Chair
LUNCHTIME RECITALS

Thursdays,1.15 pin
Autumn 1995 Series: 26th October, 9th and 23rd November, 7th and 14th December

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from 1 Oth October - 12th December 1995
Tuesdays 10.00 am - 12.30 pin and 1.30 pin -4.00 pin
S.T.A.R.S.

Manor House Society Newly Created Drama Centre
Ongoing programme of play production, play readings, workshops, play writing
and theatre outings
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